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Hydraulic cylinders are the most common actuators in fluid power 
systems. In addition to working as fluid power components, they are re-
quired to function as structural members as well and consequently need 
to be designed to meet specified structural requirements. The successful 
performance of the hydraulic cylinder as a load carrying unit is governed 
by the necessity that the stresses and deflections produced at any parti-
cular load be less than tolerable limits. Because axial compression is 
the most prominent load system acting on the hydraulic cylinder, the 
possibility of lateral buckling must also be examined. 
Until recently, certain empirical formulas and numerous simplifying 
assumptions were used in hydraulic cylinder design. The assumptions 
range from considering the hydraulic cylinder to be a slender circular 
column with a radius equal to that of the rod region to assuming the 
cylinder to be a stepped column. The buckling loads for these simple 
systems were the basis for des.ign. Of late, however, the flexibility at 
the interface of the cylinder and the rod due to the presence of the 
seals and bearings and the corresponding reduction in the load carrying 
capacity have been considered (10). The above analyses were restricted 




1.1 Objectives of the Study 
The primary objective of this work was to extend the method of 
analysis developed by Seshasai (10) for planar analysis to permit analy-
sis of fluid power cylinders subjected to biaxial bending and to include 
effects of arbitrary support locations and eccentricities. The steps 
taken to achieve this objective were: 
1. Review previous methods of analysis. 
2. Develop a finite element model of the cylinder subjected to bi-
axial bending and to include such effects as the crookedness angle at the 
cylinder/rod interface, arbitrary location and eccentricity of supports, 
arbitrary location and eccentricity of external loads, and influence of 
pressurized hollow rods. 
3. Develop a computer program to apply the method of analysis. 
4. Verify the method of analysis by comparing the results with pre-
vious analytical and experimental investigations. 
5. Illustrate the application of the method to cylinders for which 
no previous analysis was available. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Early investigation (1) of hydraulic cylinders was based on the 
assumptions that the cylinder would always fail by buckling of the rod 
and that the cylinder portion is infinitely stiff. These assumptions 
were based on the misconception that the cylinder portion would behave 
as a pressurized pipe closed at both ends; hence the internal pressure 
would produce a stabilizing axial tensile force in the cylinder and pre-
vent it from buckling. 
However, in hydraulic cylinders the load is transferred to the fluid 
directly through the sliding connection and no axial force is present in 
the walls of the cylinder. Under the effect of the internal fluid pres-
sure the cylinder acts as a fluid-filled column and is susceptible to 
buckling (2) (3). The formulation of a differential equation governing 
the elastic response of stepped columns was formulated by investigators 
(4) (5) (6) (7). 
The hydraulic cylinder can be considered as a stepped column only 
for buckling analysis. The stepped column analysis cannot be used to 
determine stress failure of the cylinder, since the stress distribution 
in the stepped column and hydraulic cylinder differ in the cylinder por-
tion. Because of the internal fluid pressure, the cylinder portion is 
subjected to hoop stresses which are absent in stepped columns. For 
buckling analysis, the internal pressure in the cylinder can be replaced 
3 
by an axial load on the walls of the cylinder equal to pressure times 
the cross-sectional area of the bore, and the bending moment distribu-
tion for the stepped column will be the same as for the pressurized 
cylinder. 
4 
The presence of compressible seals and bearings at the interface 
renders the hydraulic cylinder more flexible than the stepped column. 
Under the effect of the axial load, the cylinder deflects and lateral 
forces perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder act on the bearings and 
seals. These forces transfer moments across the interface and develop a 
crookedness angle between the cylinder and the rod (Figure 1). The 
crookedness angle interacts with the axial load to increase the deflec-
tions, moments, and stresses (8) and hence reduces the load carrying 
capacity of the cylinder. 
Several investigators have attempted to account for the crookedness 
angle effect by: introducing a small eccentricity in the axial load (1); 
assuming a constant crookedness angle (9); or calculating the crooked-
ness angle from an empirical formula (3). In a more rigorous and com-
plete analysis (8), the bearings and seals were modeled as linear springs 
and a moment-crookedness angle relationship was developed. An iterative 
procedure was used to account for the crookedness angle effect. 
Although the more complete procedure (10) for dealing with the 
crookedness angle effect permits consideration of a wide variety of load-
ing and support conditions, it is restricted to loading and support eccen-
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CHAPTER II I 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
In order to define a method sufficiently general to handle a wide 
variety of parameters, it is necessary to represent the hydraulic cylin-
der by a model which has geometric and response characteristics as close 
to the original structure as possible. 
In the present study the model is composed of space frame elements, 
each having eight degrees of freedom. The physical properties of these 
elements correspond to the particular region of the hydraulic cylinder 
they represent. The crookedness angle is taken into account by introduc-
ing a fictitious rotary spring at the junction of the rod and the cylin-
der. 
In conventional finite element analysis, the displacement character-
istics are assumed and the accuracy of the solutioh improves with a reduc-
tion in element size. However, in the present study, because the force-
displacement characteristics are derived from the differential equations 
governing the bending of beams subjected to axial and lateral loads, the 
minimum number of elements necessary to represent the geometry of the 
hydraulic cylinder gives an accurate solution. 
3.1 Assumptions 





l. All materials are linearly elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous. 
2. Deflections are small compared to the length of the cylinder. 
3. The axes of the cylinder and the rod are co-linear before load-
ing. 
4. The rod is fully extended but the piston is not in contact with 
the stuffing box. 
5. The length of the stuffing box is small compared to the length 
of the cylinder. 
6. The rod and cylinder portions comprising the interface remain 
straight. 
7. The bearings and seals at the sliding connection can be replaced 
by piecewise linear springs. 
8. There is no axial force transfer through frfction in either the 
piston head or the stuffing box bearings. 
9. Cylinder supports can be anywhere along the length of the cylin-
der. However, the sliding connection must be between the cylinder and 
the rod supports. 
10. The system is not subjected to torsion. 
3.2 Factors Affecting the Failure 
Failure of a hydraulic cylinder is assumed to occur when the stress 
at any point along the hydraulic cylinder exceeds a prescribed limit. 
The following factors affect the load carrying capacity of the hydraulic 
cylinder. 
In hydraulic cylinders axial compression is the most predominant 
load system. In the cylinder portion it results in hoop stresses due to 
the fluid pressure, and in the rod portion it produces compressiv,e 
8 
stresses (and hoop stresses in pressurized rods). Due to the interaction 
of the axial load with deflections, longitudinal bending stresses are 
produced both in the rod and in the cylinder. 
The crookedness angle reduces the stiffness at the interface and in-
creases the deflections, moments, and stresses, and hence reduces the 1 oad 
carrying capacity of the cylinder. 
Stop-tubes are provided in hydraulic cylinders to increase the lever 
arm of the moment carried by the sliding connection and to reduce the 
contact forces. A stop-tube reduces the crookedness angle and increases 
the load carrying capacity. 
Eccentricities of applied loads or supports and the effect of self-
weight cause additional bending moments and stresses. 
The cylinder support type, location, and the number of supports 
determine the effective length of the hydraulic cylinder and, hence, the 
load carrying capacity. Friction moments in the pin supports also affect 
the bending moment at any section along the length of the cylinder. Fric-
tion ·moments may have either a s tabi 1 i zing or a des tabil i zing effect on 
the cylinder, depending upon the direction of rotation of the pins. 
3.3 Analytical Model 
The assumptions discussed above permit the hydraulic cylinder to be 
modeled as sho~n in Figure 2(a). Point C is the location at which the 
cylinder and the rod axis intersect when the cylinder is in a deflected 
position. The portion of the system to the left of C is considered to 
possess the characteristics of the cylinder portion and that to the right 
is treated as a part of the rod. The self-weight is assumed to act in 
lJ /Unit Lennth c :J 
Ec, Ic 
Support Sprinqs 
in XV and XZ 
Planes ( Cyl in-
der End) 
I·J h + H I \J b + 1·1 d + \·! I p c s ro cyl 
Unit Length Unit Len9th 
Wrod/Unit Length 
(a) Hydraulic Cylinder 
I•J + W I 
ph c ~1sb + ~!R/ 
Unit Length Unit Lenqth 
Fictitious Rotary 
Spring at Step 
Point C 
z 
I! d/ ro 
Unit Length 
z 
(b) Finite Element Model 
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1.0 
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the negative Y direction. The bearings and seals in the gland region are 
modeled as linear springs as described in Reference (10). 
The supports at the end of the cylinder can either be pinned {permit 
free rotation about the Y or Z axes) or fixed. For illustrative purposes 
only two supports have been shown in Figure 2(a). However, any number of 
supports can be included in the analysis. 
The finite element model shown in Figure 2(b) represents the cylin-
1 
der shown in Figure 2(a). The cylinder and the rod are treated as one-
dimensional space frame elements. The effect of the crookedness angle is 
taken into account by introducing a rotary spring at point C. 
3.4 Method of Analysis 
The present study includes the analysis of hydraulic cylinders sub-
jected to axial loads acting at arbitrary eccentricities, as shown in 
Figure 3(a). For the purposes of analysis the eccentric load is replaced 
by an equivalent system of axial load P and moments Mry' Mrz' Mcy' and 
M , as shown in Figure 3(b). cz 
As discussed earlier, the model of the hydraulic cylinder is a 
stepped beam-column composed of space frame elements with a flexible 
jofnt at the sliding connection. Each node of the model has four degrees 
of freedom, restraint conditions, and forces. The sliding connection of 
the hydraulic cylinder is modeled as a combination of a cylinder element 
and a rod element separated by a fictitious rotary spring. 
To begin the solution procedure, an initial value of the crookedness 
angle is estimated. ln the case of nonvertical cylinders the initial 
crookedness angle is due to the self-weight moments, and in vertical cyl-
inders an initial value is assumed. The crookedness angle so determined 
e cz, , 
p ~ 
y 
e 1 A cyl -------x-. --· ---






= P·e cz 
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(a) Original System of Forces 
(b) Equivalent System of Forces 
Figure 3. Equivalent Force System 
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may be in an arbitrary bending plane and is resolved into components 
about theY andZ axes. The crookedness angle produces additional forces 
at the gland and, hence, additional deflection .. Consequently, due to the 
interaction of the axial load with the deflection, the moment distribu-
tion along the hydraulic cylinder length and the moment acting at the 
gland are changed. The moments at the gland so calculated will be about 
I 
reference axes Y and Z. These moments are added: vectorially to determine 
' 
the interface moment in the bending plane and a new estimate of the re-
sultant crookedness angle is calculated. The process is continued until 
values of the crookedness angle, obtained from successive iterations, 
agree to a prescribed tolerance. 
After a constant value of the crookedness angle is obtained from 
successive iterations, the maximum stresses and deflections in the cylin-
der ahd the rod are calculaied and compared with prescribed limiting 
values. If the calculated stresses are below the limiting values, the 
axial load is incremented until limiting conditions are reached. 
Thus the process involves a dual iterative approach to calculate a 
constant value of crookedness angle for a particular axial load and to 
find the value of the axial load at which the stresses and deflections 
are ,very close to the tolerable limits. 
3.5 Element Stiffness Matrix 
The model of the cylinder is an assemblage of space frame elements 
and conventional matrix analysis techniques are applied to determine the 
displacements and forces in the model. 
Figure 4(a) shows the forces acting on a single element of the 
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(b) Member End Displacements 
Figure 4. Forces and Displacements in a Beam Element 
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and Mz are moments about the Y and Z axes, respectively. Figure 4(b) 
shows the displacements v and win theY, Z directions, along with the 
rotations p and s about the Y and Z axes, respectively. The subscripts 
in the figure correspond to the node numbers and the superscripts corre-
spond to the elem.ent numbers. The force-displacement relation for an 
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The derivation of the stiffness matrix for the frame element taking 
the axial load into consideration is shown in Appendix A. Equation (3.1) 
is expressed in matrix form as shown in Figure 5 (Equation (3.4)), where 
E =modulus of elasticity of element i; 
L = length of the element; 
I = moment of inertia of the element; 
q = self-weight/unit length; and 
P = axial load on the member. 
The stiffness coefficients are in terms of R, S, T, and C, where 
R = 4EI [K(l +C)] 
L2 
T = 4EI [2K(l +C) - <1>42] 
L3 
S = K(4EI) 
L 
which are in terms of 
(3.3) 
-
(V ) ~ T 0 0 R -T 0 0 R ; .9.:&_ v. y J J 2 
(M ) ;_ 0 s -R 0 0 cs R 0 i 0 p. y J J 
(V ) ~ 0 -R T 0 0 -R -T 0 i 0 w. z J J 
(M )~ 
- ; .Q,2 ·. .Q,2 
R 0 0 s -R 0 0 cs B. ~- ~ (2Sinq,- q,Cos<j>- q,) z J J 2 2Ac . 
= + (3.4) 
(Vy)}+l -T 0 0 -R T 0 0 -R 
i g_g,_ . 
vj+l 2 
(My)}+l 0 cs -R 0 0 s R .o 
; 
pj+ 1 0 




; 2 2 2 . 
R 0 0 cs -R 0 0 s Bj+ 1 .9!__ Sin<j>- g!__ + g!__ (2Sinq,- q,Coscp- q,)Cosq, 2q, 4>2 2Ac 
Figure 5. Stiffness Relationship for the Single Element 
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c a. =21: 
A. = 3{1 - ~cot~} 
<1>2 
-6{1 - ~cosec~} a. = 
<1>2 
!J. = <j>(2 - 2cos<P - <j>sin<j>) c 
3.6 Constraint Equations at the Gland 
A simple finite element model of the hydraulic cylinder is shown in 
Figure 6. Elements 1 and 4 represent the cylinder and the rod, respec-
tively, and elements 2 and 3 together constitute the gland. The point C 
(joint 3) corresponds to the location at which the cylinder and the rod 
axes intersect. Elements 2 and 3 are assumed to be parts of the cylinder 
and the rod, respectively, and have corresponding stiffness properties. 
The purpose of developing the constraint equation is to incorporate 
the effect of the crookedness angle at the gland. The forces acting at 
the gland are shown in Figure 7. Displacements v, p, w, 8 correspond to 
forces Vy' MY, V2 , and M2 , respectively. Superscripts on the forces and 
displacements in Figures 6 and 7 correspond to element numbers and sub-
scripts correspond to node numbers. 
At C, due to the crookedness angle there is a discontinuity of rota-
tion between the cylinder and the rod. In other words, at C the relation-
ships bet\'leen the qisplacement of nodes 2 and 3 are 
18 
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Figure 6. Finite Element Model of the Hydraulic Cylihder 
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(3.5) 
where pc and sc are components of the crookedness angle about the Y and 
Z axes, respectively. 
From Figure 7, equilibrium of joint 3 can be expressed as 
(Vz)~ + (Vz)~ = (Vz)3 
2 3 
(Mz)3 + (Mz)3 = (Mz)3 
The stiffness matrix for an element a can be partitioned as 
a a K.. K .. 
11 lJ 
a a K.. K .. 
Jl JJ 
(3.6) 
where i and j are the left and right node numbers of element a. For 





where {U} and {F} are the displacements and the forces, respectively, at 
the nodes. A combination of Equations (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) results in 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Application of the slope compatibility relations (Equation (3.5)) allows 
the joint equilibrium conditions (Equations (3.9) and (3.10)) to be ex-
pressed as 
2 2 3 (Vy)3 0 . v2 v3 v4 
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All displacements at joint 3 are expressed in terms of the displacement 
2 of element 2, i.e., {U} 3. 
Denoting the crookedness angle matrix as {C}, the constraint equa-
tions at the gland, Equations (3.11) and (3.12) can be expressed as 
2 2 3 3 2 
[K32]{U2} + [K32 + K33]{U3} + [K34]{U4} = {F}3 - [K33]{C} 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where the displacements {U}1, {U} 2, and {U}3 are the nodal displacements. 
The overall force-deformation relationship for the entire model is shown 
in Figure 8 (Equation (3.15)). 
3.7 Determination of the Crookedness Angle 
As discussed earlier, the crookedness angle reduces the load carry-
ing capacity of the hydraulic cylinder and, hence, it is necessary to 
understand the moment-crookedness angle relationship at the sliding con-
nection. In the present study the crookedness angle relationship is 
based on the method followed by Seshasai (10). 
The crookedness angle is a function of the material properties of 
the bearings and seals and the geometry of the interface. As the cylin-
der deflects, the moment at the gland as well as the lateral forces 
acting on the bearings and seals increase. Because of the lateral 
forces, the seals and bearings are compressed and a crookedness angle 
develops at the sliding connection. 
With an increase in the gland moment, a contact point may occur 
either at the front edge of the piston head or at the outside edge of the 
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crookedness angle changes. The contact point introduces a kinematic con-
straint and a lateral force is developed at the point of contact. The 
occurrence of the contact point is dependent upon clearances between the 
piston head and the cylinder wall, and between the stuffing box and the 
rod as well as the lengths of the piston head, the stuffing box, and the 
sliding connection. 
With an increase in the load, the moment at the gland increases and 
a second contac:t point may occur. The crookedness angle becomes constant 
after the occurrence of two contact points. Depending upon the configur-
ation of the sliding connection, pairs of contact points may occur in 
three different combinations, such as the outside and inside edges of the 
stuffing box, the front edge of the piston head and the stuffing box, or 
the front and back edges of the piston. The relationship between the 
moment and the crookedness as derived in Reference (10) is given in Appen-
dix B. 
3.8 Stress Calculation 
Failure in hydraulic cylinders can occur due to excessive axial 
stress, excessive hoop stresses, a combination of axial, bending, and 
hoop stresses resulting in excessive shear stresses, or excessive lateral 
deflections. 
The critical load of a hydraulic cylinder is reached when the stress 
at any point reaches a prescribed limit. The stresses to be compared 
with the limit values are: 
1. Maximum hoop stress in the cylinder (and in the rod for pres-
surized .rods). 
2. The shear stress at the point of maximum bending moment. 
25 
3. The longitudinal stress due to the combination of the axial load 
and bending moments at the extreme fibers at the point of maximum bending 
moment. 
The methods for calculating the stresses are described in the following 
sections. 
3.8.1 Axial Stresses 
Axial stresses in a hydraulic cylinder are due to the axial loading 
of the system and are parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Because of 
the presence of the sliding connection, axial stresses are not present 
in the cylinder portion of the hydraulic cylinder. The axial stress in 




0 axial = -2-
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Hollow rod without fluid pressure: 
Hollow rod with fluid pressure: 
dro = outer diameter of the rod; 
d . = inner diameter of the rod; and r1 





3.8.2 Bending Stresses 
The bending stress at any point along the length of the cylinder is 
given by 
Mr 
(J =-bending I (3.19) 
where M is the resultant bending moment at any cross section, r is the 
radial distance from the centroidal axis at which the bending stress is 
required, and I is the moment of inertia of the cross section. 
3.8.3 Hoop Stresses 
Hoop stresses vary from a maximum at the inner surface of the tube 
to a minimum at the outer surface. At the inner surface the hoop stress 
is 
d2 + d~ 
(J = p 0 1 
h1. 2 2 
d - d. 
0 1 
(3.20) 
At the outer surface the hoop stress is 
2d~ 
= 1 
d2 - d~ 
0 1 
(3. 21) 
where p is the fluid pressure. 
3.8.4 Shear Stresses 
The longitudinal stresses (bending and axial stresses) and the hoop 
stress act in mutually perpendicular directions and are principal 
stresses. Hence the maximum shear stress at any point is given by 
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_ 0 hoop + 0 axial + 0 bending 
0 shear - 2 (3.22) 
with appropriate signs. 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The method of analysis described in the preceding chapters has been 
programmed in the FORTRAN language for solution on the IBM 370 computer. 
Only minor changes may be necessary to execute the program on other types 
of computers having the FORTRAN compiler. 
The program listed in Appendix D permits a maximum of only seven 
elements in the finite element model. However, the dimensions in the 
driver routine may be increased to permit analysis of a model with any 
number of elements, limited only by the size of the computing system. 
Detai1ed input information is also presented in Appendix D. 
The program, named SACFI, has the following options. 
1. Determination of the critical load and analysis for a certain 
factored load. The factor of safety may be either applied to the stress 
or to the load. 
2. Analysis for a particular fluid pressure. 
3. Analysis to determine the required length of a stop-tube. 
The computer program has a driver routine and 18 subroutines. Double 
precision arithmetic is used·in the program execution. A summary flow 
diagram is presented in Figure 9. 
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Set storage spaces and 
maximum dimensions 
Start program SACFI 
29 
Read problem identification~----------------, 
Is problem name blank? 
Print problem identification 
! Error in problem data? Yes 
Generate nodes and nodal coordinates 
using SELF or AUTO options 
Distribute material properties, 
eccentri~ities, and restraint 
conditions 
Calculate constant quantities 
used in the calculation 
Calculate trial load and 
trial load increments 
Initialize crookedness angle e and its 
components along XY-XZ planes 
Figure 9. Flow Chart for Program SACFI 
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0 
Initialize iterative control 
INDEX = 1 
l 
Initialize load increment keys 
KEYT = 1 KEYP = 1 
~ 
Initialize KEYT = 1, KWIT = 1 
J, 
Initialize KITERAT 
KITERAT = l for first iteration 
KITERAT = 2 for iterations in-
volving e 
l 
Form the stiffness matrix 
for individual elements -
1 
Form the right-hand side 
KITER = l for self-weight effects only 
KITER = 2 for effects due to crooked-
ness angle 
l 
Form overall stiffness matrix 
and nodal force matrix 
t 
Solve simultaneous equations to 
calculate unknown displacements 
l 
Calculate gland moments and moment! 
in the bending plane 
1 
Calculate crookedness angle 
and its components 
l 
!calculate new coordinated step point C 
0 






Is LPRTP Eq. (3)? 
No 
Yes 
Calculate nodal forces 
Locate point of maximum 
bending moment 
Calculate longitudinal, hoop, 
and shear stresses 
Yes 
Yes 
Are stresses close to 
tolerable limits? 
Is pressure 








Calculate load corresponding 
to input pressure 
No 
Is LPRTP = 1 and FS > 1 . 0? ~__.;,.;,.:.__--+-~ 
Yes 
Factored Load = critical load 
factor of safety 
Yes 
.E - - -- Limiting stress - 1 imiting stress - factor of safety -----,er----0 __ _____;. 
Figure 9. (Continued) 
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4.1 Subprogram Operation 
4.1.1 DRIVER 
The DRIVER routine sets up the maximum storage, maximum dimensions, 
and number of elements permitted in the program. It calls subroutine 
SACFI to perform the analysis of the hydraulic cylinder. 
4.1.2 SACFI 
SACFI is the executive subroutine for the complete program. This 
subroutine sets up all iterative control keys and calls other subroutines 
to perform the required operations. 
4. 1. 3 IN ECHO 
Subroutine INECHO reads and echoprints all input data. The subrou-
tine checks the input data at several stages for proper input and if any 
error in the input is encountered during the execution, the program ter-
minates and prints an error message. Two options, AUTO and SELF, aid in 
generating node numbers and coordinates. The AUTO option generates node 
numbers automatically and in the SELF option node numbers and coordinates 
are supplied as input data. The SELF option is useful when it is neces-
sary to have a refined mesh in certain regions of the hydraulic cylinder. 
In general, required data input are the dimensions of the cylinder parts, 
support conditions, loading eccentricities, friction coefficients at the 
supports, and self-weights of,the various parts of the cylinder. 
4.1.4 DIST 
Subroutine DIST gene~ates the nodal data, depending on the options 
11111"11 
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used in INECHO. It also distributes the material properties and elastic 
restraints at the supports. 
4. l. 5 CONST 
Subroutine CONST calculates constant quantities used in the calcula-
tion, such as the stiffnesses of bearings and seals, cross-section prop-
erties of the cylinder, friction moments, and hoop stress coefficients. 
4.1.6 TRIALP 
TRIALP calculates the initial load and load increments necessary 
f6r the iterative process. The trial load is the smaller of the buckling 
load obtained by considering the stiffness of the whole cylinder to be 
that of the rod and the load that causes the cylinder to fail by hoop 
stress. In the case of hollow pressurized rods, the load causing hoop 
stress failure in the rod region is also considered in the above compari-
son. 
4.1. 7 EQSTIF 
EQSTIF assembles the overall stiffness matrix, the matrix of nodal 
forces, and imposes any specified displacements at the nodes by calling 
the subroutine MOD. For successive iterations in calculating the crook-
edness angle, subroutine EQSTIF formulates the constraint equations at 
the gland. The function of the subroutine is to assemble the overall 
stiffness matrix and nodal force matrix ~s in Equation (3.15). 
4. 1. 8' STIFF 
Subroutine STIFF generates the stiffness matrix for each element· 
and calculates noqal for~es due to the self-weight. 
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4.1.9 MOD 
Subroutine MOD modifies the overall stiffness matrix to impose any 
specified nodal displacements. 
4. 1.10 MUL T 
Subroutine MULT performs multiplication of two matrices. 
4.1.11 BANSOL 
Subroutine BANSOL solves the system of simultaneous equations (Equa-
tion (3.15)) for the unknown displacement~ {U}. Gauss elimihation is 
used for solution of the simultaneous equations. 
. 4. 1. 12 THETA 
Subroutine THETA calculates the crookedness angle at the gland for 
any particular value of the gl~nd moment. This subroutine calculates 
the forces acting on the bearings by calling GFORCE. Subroutine THETA 
also locates the position of the step point C (Figure 6) for any parti-
cular value of the crookedness angle. 
4.1.13 GFORCE 
Subroutine GFORCE calculates the forces on the seals and bearings 
for a particular value of the crookedness angle. 
4.1.14 GLAFOR 
Subroutine GLAFOR calculates the value of gland moment for a parti-
cular value of the crookedness angle. This value of the gland moment is 
in turn used to calculate a new value of the crookedness angle. 
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4.1.15 FORCES 
Subroutine FORCES calculates the nodal forces in the finite element 
model. 
4.1.16 STOPTB 
Subroutine STOPTB determines the required length of a stop-tube by 
incrementing the length of the stop-tube and checking the crookedness 
angle and lateral forces on the bearings and seals against the limiting 
values. 
4.1.17 MAXMOM 
Subroutine MAXMOM determines the locations in the cylinder and the 
rod at which the bending moment is maximum. 
4. 1 . 18 STRESS 
Subroutine STRESS calculates the maximum longitudinal stress, maxi-
mum hoop stress, and maximum shear stress, and compares them with the 
limiting values. It then makes any necessary change in the trial load 
using the trial load increments. 
4.1.19 OUTPUT 
Subroutine OUTPUT prints all results necessary in the design of 
hydraulic cylinders, such as the maximum load carrying capacity, type of 
failure, magnitude of stresses, and factors of safety existing for these 
stresses, magnitudes of the forces on the bearings and seals, crookedness 
angle, and magnitude of deflections. 
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4.2 Example Problems 
In order to verify the accuracy of the method of analysis and to 
demonstrate the use of the computer program, several problems have been 
solved and results have been compared with other investigations. 
4.2.1 Problem SACFil 
SACFil is an example problem for the analysis of hydraulic cylinders 
under the following loading conditions and analysis options. 
1. ·Vertical hydraulic cylinder (no self-weight), pinned at both 
ends, and no eccentricity. 
2. Horizontal cylinder, no eccentricity. 
3. Horizontal cylinder, eccentricity on the rod side= +0.5 inches 
(along the Y axis). 
4. Horizontal cylinder, eccentricity on the rod side = -0.5 inches 
(along theY axis). 
5. Analysis for given operating pressure= 2 ksi. 
6. Analysis to determine stop-tube length. 
The details of the cylinder considered in the example are shown in 
Table I (Appendix C). 
The above problems were solved using SACREG (10) and the results 
are summarized in Figure 10. There is .a slight difference in the ulti-
mate load in cases where the self-weight is acting because of differences 
in assumptions regarding the self-weight distribution at the gland. 
4.2.2 ·Comparison of Results With 
Experimental Investigation 
! 









No eccentricity and no self-weight 
No eccentricity and self-weight 
Positive eccentricity = +0.5 in. 
Negative eccentricity = -0.5 in. 
Analysis for operating pr = 2 ksi 
Analysis for length of stop-tube 
Critical fluid pressure = 3 ksi 
Maximum limit on bearing forces = 3 kips 
Maximum allowable crookedness angle = 0.0075 rad. 




78.63 K 78.63 K 
25.74 K 25.82 K 
18. 58 K l8.72K 
24.59 K 24.35 K 
14.33 K 14.33 K 
2.00 in. 2. 00 in. 
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developed herein is compared with the experimental response of hydraulic 
cylinders (11). The earlier work was primarily directed toward assess-
ing the accuracy of the model of the rod/cylinder interfact in predict-
ing the actual behavior of the real system. The effort involved was: 
1. Subjecting fluid power cylinders to controlled loading situa-
tions and measuring the response of each cylinder. All cylinders were 
loaded laterally by applying equal loads equidistant from the supports. 
A direct reading dial indicator was used to measure the deflection of 
the system at the interface. Values of load and interface deflections 
were recorded simu~taneously for each increment of load. The maximum 
lateral load applied to each cylinder produced the same bending moment 
at the interface as that predicted by the computer program for ultimate 
axial load. 
2. Performing analyses of these cylinders with 
a. The computer program described in Reference (10) using 
dimensional and material properties furnished by the 
manufacturer. 
b. Analyzing the hydraulic cylinder as a continuous beam, 
assuming that crookedness angle at the gland is absent. 
3. Comparin~ experimental results, analytical results including 
the effect of the crookedness angle (10), and the results, assuming the 
rod/cylinder interface to be continuous. 
In this section the analytical procedure fqllo'fled in the present study 
is also included in the above comparisons. 
The cylinders which were inves~igated are described in Appendix C 
(Tables I through VIII). In all cases the cylinders were regular, single 
stage units. The manufacturer's drawings and specifications were used 
in determining the values of parameters used in the analysis. 
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Experimental and analytical results are presented in Fig~res 11 
through 18. In these graphs bending moments have normalized by dividing 
the maximum applied moment. Deflections have been normalized by divid-
ing by the measured deflection at maximum applied moment. 
As the crookedness angle effect is not present in the continuous 
beam analysis, the predicted deflections are lower than those measured 
and provide an upper bound on the moment-deflection relationship. For 
most of the cases the results of the analytical procedure SACREG (10) 
and the present analysis are very close and provide a lower bound on the 
experimental result. The present study gives a conservative estimate of 
the load carrying capacity of the cylinder. 
4.2.3 Effect of Eccentricity on the 
Critical Load 
Axial load eccentricity in a hydraulic cylinder reduces its load 
carrying capacity. In actual practice the eccentric load can be in or 
out of the plane of self-w~ights. In the case of eccentric loads acting 
in an arbitrary plane, not along the plane of self-weights, the eccen-
tricity must be resolved into components along and perpendicular to the 
direction of self-weight (along theY and Z axes). The computer program 
SACFI may be used to analyze cylinders in which the eccentricity may:or 
may not be along the plane of self-weight. 
To verify the procedure followed herein, the axial load was applied 
at the rod end of a vertical cylinder. The eccentricity was kept con-
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cylinder, an accurate solution necessitates that the critical load be 
the same for a 11 cases. The details of the cylinder used in the examp 1 e 
are given in Table I, and an eccentricity of one inch at the rod end was 
applied at different combinations of eccentricities in the Y and Z direc-
tions. In all cases the critical load was found to be 17.05 kips. 
Probl~m SACFI2 illustrates the application of the computer program 
to problems with eccentricities in arbitrary directions and also shows 
the effect of the eccentricity on the load carrying capacity of the 
cylinder. 
A hydraulic cylinder, OSU No. I (Tab 1 e I, Appendix C) is analyzed . 
in a horizontal position with pin supports at both ends. The axial load 
P is assumed to act at an eccentricity ey along a radial direction, as 
shown in Figure 19. e and e are the eccentricities in the Y and Z y z 
directions, respectively. The position of the axial load is defined by 
where ~ is measured from the positive Y axis. For the cylinder under 
consideration, an eccentricity of one inch was applied at the rod end at 
different values of ~· The results are tabulated in Figure 20. 
The tabulation listed in Figure 20 indicates that positive axial 
load eccentricities (0 < ~ < 90) reduce the ultimate load carrying capacity 
of the cylinder. For these eccentricities the moments due to the self-
weight and the eccentricity are additive. For axial loads applied with 
negative eccentricity (90 < cp < 180), the effect of the self-weight is 
opposite to that of the eccentric loading and, hence, there is a corre-
sponding slight increase in the critical load. 
y 
4'"' I p 
z 
Fi~ure 19. Hydraulic Cylinder Subjected to an Axial Load 





Eccentricity Eccentricity Critical 
Along Y Axis Along Z Axis Load 
(in. ) (in.) cf> (kips) 
---------------------------------------------
1. 0000 0.0000 ao 15.13 
0. 7071 0.7071 45° 15.60 
0.0000 1.0000 goo 16.80 
-0.7071 0.7071 135° 18.07 
-1.0000 0.0000 180° 18.35 
Figure 20. Tabulation of Critical Load at 




4.2.4 Analysis of Vertical Lift Cylinders 
To illustrate the generality of the method, the load carrying capa-
city of a vertical lift cylinder is determined in this example problem. 
A lift cylinder (Figure 2l(a)) is a regular cylinder with a chain anchor 
welded to the cylinder port. The lift chains hook to the chain anchors 
at one end and pass over the pulley supported at the rod end and carry 
the carriage assembly at the other end. 
~Jhen a load P is lifted by the carriage assembly, an axial force 2P 
results in the cylinder and a tension P is ~roduced in the chain. The 
force P in the chain is transferred to the cylinder at the chain anchor. 
This force P can be replaced by an axial force P and a moment Pd, as 
shown in Figure 2l(b). 
The analysis was performed using OSU Cylinder I (Table I, Appendix 
C) and the distance between the chain anchor and the cylinder axis was 
taken as five inches. The load carrying capacity for the cylinder was 
found to be 10.5 kips. The input data for problem SACFI3 are shown in 
Appendix D. 
4.2.5 Example Problem SACFI4 
Example problem SACFI4 illustrates all the options and wide range 
of possible variations in the input data in program SACFI. The input 




(a) Load Carrying Action 










Figure 21. Vertical Lift Cylinder 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The method of analysis presented here replaces the original struc-
ture by a model composed of discrete space frame elements. This results 
in a solution applicable for a more general system of loading and bound-
ary conditions than was available from previous analyses. Because the 
force-displacement characteristics of the individual elements are based 
on the closed form solution governing the bending of beams under the 
effect of axial and lateral loads, the minimum number of elements neces-
sary to represent the hydraulic cylinder geometry given an accurate solu-
tion. 
The analysis takes into account the crookedness angle at the sliding 
connection, eccentricity of loading at any point along the cylinder in 
any arbitrary direction, self-weight of the system, and presence of any 
external moment anywhere along the cylinder. The analysis is applicable 
to a wide range of variations, such as hollow and solid rods, with or 
without fluid pressure, or any number and combination of simple and fixed 
supports. 
Computer program SACFI incorporates the method of analysis,and solu-
tions obtained using the program have compared satisfactorily with known 
analytical solutions and experimental results. The program has the 
following options: 
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1. Determination of the critical load and analysis for a certain 
factored load. 
2. Analysis for a particular fluid pressure. 
3. Analysis to determine the required length of the stop-tube. 
Future extensions and improvements should be directed toward: 
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1" Experimental investigation of the hydraulic cylinder to deter-
mine the ultimate load carrying capacity and to compare experimental re-
sults with the theoretical analysis. 
2. Development of the biaxial bending analysis of tie rtid and tele-
scopic cylinders using the finite element analysis. 
3. Development of design charts and graphs. 
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APPENDIX A 
ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX 
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Each individual element considered in the analysis of hydraulic 
cylinders has eight degrees of freedom, as shown in Figure 6. The force-
displacement relation for a typical element is derived below. 
A beam element of length L, subjected to an axial load P, and loaded 
by its self-weight in the negative Y direction is shown in Figure 22. v 
and 8 are the translation and rotation displacements, respectively. 
The differential equation expressing the bending of beams under 
axial and lateral loads is given by 
where 
where 
E =Young's modulus of the material; 
I = moment of inertia of the cross section; and 
q = self-weight per unit length. 
Equation (A.l) can.be written as 
vI v + ~ vII = -n-
L 




The boundary conditions which are to be enforced on the solution are 
at x = 0: 
at x = L: 











Fiqure 22. Force System Acting on a Plane Frame 
Element in the XV Plane 
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at x = 0: VI : S • 
1 
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at x = L: V1 = Bi+l (A.4) 
Equation (A.4) results in values for constants as given in Equation 
(A.5), Figure 23. 
Shear forces and moments at ends A and B in the element can be ex-
pressed in terms of deflection v as 
(M ) . = -Elv~~ z 1 1 
( V ) . = E I [ v "1 - Pv 1 ] y 1 
(Vy)i+l = -EI[v" 1 - Pv 1 ] 
(A.6) 
Combination of Equations (A.5) and (A.6) yields the force-displacement 
relationship for effects in the XV plane, as shown in Equation (A.7), 
Figure 24. 
Equation (A.7) can be written as shown in Equation (A.8), Figure 25. 
The same element subjected to effects in the XZ plane is shown in 
Figur~ 26. w and p are the translation and rotation displacements. Be-
cause it is assumed that the self-weight acts along the negative Y direc-
tion, the moments due to the self-weight are absent. 
Application of the procedure outlined above allows the force-
deformation relationship for this case to be expressed as shown in Equa-
tion (A.9). Equations (A.8) and (A.9) can be combined to express the 
force-deformation relationship for the three-dimensional system as in 
Equation (3.3), Figure 5. 
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Fiqure 26. Force System Actin~ on a Plane 
Frame in the XZ Plane 
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(V ) . z 1 T -R -T -R w. 1 
(M ) . -R s R cs p. y 1 1 
= (A.9) 
(Vz)i+l -T R T R wi+l 
(My) i + 1 -R cs R s pi+l 
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APPENDIX B 
CROOKEDNESS ANGLE DETERt·1INATION 
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General Discussion of the Crookedness Angle 
The effect of the crookedness angle at the sliding connection is 
included in the present study. The relationship between the moment and 
crookedness angle as formulated by Seshasai (10)* is reproduced here. 
The sliding connection at the rod-cylinder interface in a fluid 
power cylinder introduces an angular deflection at the interface due to 
the presence of seals and bearings. This angular deflection increases 
with increasing applied load. 
Two types of seals commonly used in hydraulic cylinders are dynamic 
and static seals. Dynamic seals prevent the hydraulic fluid from pene-
trating between two cylinder parts, which translate with respect to one 
another. Piston seals and rod seals are examples of dynamic seals. 
Static seals are used at many points between two static surfaces, for 
example, cylinder and end cap or cylinder and head. Rod bearings are 
provided to give adequate support c.nd rigidity for the rod. Some common 
seal materials are nitrile, butyl, ethylene propylene, neoprene, polyure-
thane, silicone, and tetra fluro ethylene. The bearing materials are , 
in general, bronze, cast iron, and steel. These seals and bearings are 
modeled as linear springs in the present analysis. 
As the cylinder deflections increase with loading, the lateral load 
on the bearings and seals increases. Due to the compression of the bear-
ings, a crookedness angle develops at the interface. As explained ear-
lier, the relationship between the moment and the crookedness angle is 
*K. L. Seshasai, "Stress and Deflection Analysis of Regular, Tele-
scoping and Tie Rod Cylinders," unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Oklahoma State 
University, December, 1976. 
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linear until the occurrence of the first contact point. The contact 
point may occur either'between the rims of the piston head and the cylin-
der wall or between the stuffing box and the rod. The contact point 
introduces a kinematic restraint and a ·lateral force develops at the 
point of contact. Further increase in the crookedness angle terminates 
when two kinematic constraints develop due to the occurrence of two con-
tact points. 
The moment-crookedness angle relationships derived in the following 
sections apply to the case in which a kinematic constraint is absent and 
for the following five cases of contact. 
1. Contact at the piston head front edge. 
2. Contact at the stuffing box outside edge. 
3. Contact at piston head edges. 
4. Contact at stuffing box edges. 
5. Contact at the piston head front and stuffing box outside edges. 
The equations for lateral forces at the bearings and seals and at 
the contact points are also developed in the following sections. 
The line diagram (Figure 27) shows the crookedness angle between 
the cylinder axis and the rod axis, and the deformation of piston bear-
ings and rod bearings. From the free body diagram, 
0~ 0~ e = _ __;_ = ----=:.....__ = 




M = _ ___:_.:...._ 
xP + xe 
'. 
(B.l) 
t-- PHL .,. · GC-•..,.1·--- SBL----.~ Center 1 i ne of rod 




i '1 = 1 to M are the deformations in the piston head bearings; 
r . 1 to N 61' 1 = are the defonna t ions in the rod bearings; 
xP . = 1 to M are the distances of the piston head bearings from i'1 
the piston head backface (see Figure 28); 
xf, i = 1 to N are the distances of the rod bearings from the stuff- · 
ing box innerface (see Figure 28); 
xP is the distance of the piston head backface from 
step point C; and 
xr is the distance of the stuffing box innerface from 
step point C. 
The bearings and seals are modeled as linear springs, hence 
F~ 
op = _1 . i = 1 to r~ i p ' K. 
1 
F~ 
6 r:::: _1 . i = 1 to N (8.2) i r ' K. 
1 
where 
F~ and F~ are the lateral forces on the piston bearings and rod 
1 1 bearings, respectively; and 
K~ and K~ are the stiffnesses of the piston bearings and rod bear-
1 1 ings, respectively,.which are modeled as linear springs. 
Equations (8.1) and (8.2) are combined to obtain 
(B.3) 
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in which Xr and xP are related by 
xr = GC -· xP (B. 4) 
where GC =gland clearance (see Figure 28). 
Absence of Kinematic Constraints 
The moment across the sliding connection develops lateral forces on 
only the bearings and seals. Figure 28 shows the crookedness angle and 
the corresponding forces on the bearings and seals. Summation of ver-
tical forces gives, 
~~ . N 
I F~ = I Fr1. . 
. 1 1 . 1 1 = 1 = 
(B.5) 
These forces are expressed in terms of e using Equation (B.3) to obtain 
M M N N . N 
. I 1 KP1.·X~ + xP. I x~ = I K~·X~ + GC· I K~- xP. I K: 1= 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 
which may be solved for xP 
xP = 
Nrr Nr Mpp I K .• X. + GC • I K. - L K .. X • 
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 1 
M N 
I K~ + I K~ 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
t-1oments are summed about point C to obtain 
M .N 
I F~·(XP + X~) + I F:·(Xr + X~) = M . 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 G 1= 1= 
(B.6) 
(B • 7) 
where MG is the bending moment at the sliding connection. The lateral 
forces in Equation (B.?) are expressed in terms of e using Equation 
(B. 3) , which res u 1 ts in 
MG 
8 = _,...,..--'-----=----=-=----~--=-M · 2 N · 2 
I K~·(XP + X~) + I K:·(Xr + X~) 





1-- PHL I GC ~I .. SBL .. 
X~ ---j r--·- ,_ . r Fr . Fr 1- X -
~'-- xPtxr.. 1 l 2 
N 
MG 
p ~ e l a[ J 6! c -
t - ' 
- ii p rX3-
1~1 1-
Figure 28. No Metal-to-Metal Contact 
~1G 
--r-- ====-=--~====---~"':;'-... :-::¥==.:::::====--) 
Figure 29. Contact at Piston Head Front Edge 
) 
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The displacements at the piston head front edge and at the stuffing 
box outside edge are, 
and 
where 
op = (XP + PHL)·e 
f 
PHL = piston head length; and 
SBL = stuffing box length. 
(B.9) 
(B.lO) 
For a certain value of moment, if either o~ is greater than PCL 
(piston clearance from cylinder wall), oro~ is greater than RCL (rod 
clearance from stuffing box), the next case with one kinematic constraint 
should be considered. If both the displacements are greater than the 
corresponding clearances, the proper type of one kinematic constraint 
case to be used is determined by noting whether o~ exceeds PCL first or 
o~ exceeds RCL as e is increased in Equations (8.9) and (8.10). If o~ 
exceeds PCL, the case with one kinematic constraint at the piston head 
front edge res·ults, and if o~ exceeds RCL, the case with one kinematic 
constraint at the outside edge of the stuffing box should be considered. 
Presence of One Kinematic Constraint 
Contact at the Piston Head Front Edge 
The metal-to-metal contact of the front edge of the piston head 
with the cylinder wall (Figure 29) establishes that 
o~ = PCL. (B.ll) 
The crookedness angle is expressed as 
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PCL e = _..:.....:....:::;____ 
xP + PHL 
(R.l2)B 
with the sign of the moment at the sliding connection. 
Summation of vertical forces gives, 
M N 
Fp + I F~ = L F~ 
f "11 "11 1 = 1 = 
(8.13) 
where F~ =lateral contact point force at piston head front edge. Bearing 
forces in terms of e, Equation (8.3), are substituted in Equation (B.l3), 
and the equation for the lateral contact point force may be expressed as 
N N . M M N r 
FP = e·{ I K~·x~ + GC· I K~ - I K~·x~ - xP·( I K~ + I K1.)1. f "11 1 "11 "11 1 '·11 "l 1= 1= 1= 1= 1= 
B(B.l4) 
A summation of moments about the contact point yields 
M N 
- I F~·(PHL- X~) + I F~·(PHL + GC + X~) = M . 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 G 1= 1= 
.(8.15) 
Equations {8.3) and (8.12) are equated to provide 
PCL·K~·(XP + X~) 
F~ = 1 • 1 
1 xP + PHL 
i = l to 11 
and 
PCL·K~·(GC - xP + x:) 
F ~ = 1 1 ; i = l to N • 
1 xP + PHL 
(B.l6) 
Combination of Equations {8.15) and {8.16) results in 
N r r M r r r MG·PHL I (GC+X.)·(PHL+GC+X~)·K.- I (PHL-X.)·X.•K.- PCL 
xP = _; =_l=----n--1-'T.. r---__ 1 __ 1__;i_=:-':-l ___ 1 __ 1 __ , ___ _ 
M M N 
PGCL + I K~·(PHL-X~) + I K:·(PHL+GC+X:) 
'11 1 '11 1 1 = 1= 
(B.l7) 
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For all signs to be consistent, PCL must have the same sign as M6; hence, 
M6/PCL is always positive. 
The displacements at the piston head back edge and at the stuffing 
box outside edge are, 
(B.l8) 
and 
o~ = (Xr + S8L)·e. (B.l9) 
For a certain value of moment, if either ob is greater than PCL, or 
o~ is greater than RCL, the next case with two kinematic constraints 
should be considered. If both the displacements are greater than the 
corresponding clearances, the proper case of two kinematic constraints 
to be used is determined by noting whether ob exceeds PCL first or o~ 
exceeds RCL as e is increased in the Equations (8.18) and (8.19). If ob 
exceeds PCL, the case with kinemat~c constraints at both edges of the 
piston head should be used, or if o~ exceeds RCL, the case with kinematic 
constraints at the piston head front .edge and at the stuffing box outside 
edge should be considered. 
Contact at the Stuffing Box Outside Edge 
The metal-to-metal contact of the stuffing box outside edge with 
the rod (Figure 30) establishes that, 
o~ = RCL (B. 20) 
The crookedness angle is expressed as 
e = RC_L 
GC - xP + SBL 
(8.21) 
with the sign of the moment at the sliding connection. 
PH L ----+--
Figure 30. Contact at Stuffing Box Outside Edge 
~PHL 






In the same manner as in the previous case~ summation of vertical 
forces gives, 
M N 
L F~ = L F~ + Fr .,, .,, f 
1= 1 = 
(B.22) 
when bearing forces in terms of e, Equation (8.3) is substituted in 
Equation (8.22), the lateral contact point force at the stuffing box 
outside edge is 
M N N N M 
Fr = e·{XP·( I K~+ I K~)-( I K~·X~+GC· I K~- I K~·X~)} 
f i=l , i=l , i=l 1 1 i=l , i=l , , 
(8.23) 
Moments are summed about the contact point to obtain 
M N · 
I F~·(S8L+GC+X~) - I F~·(SBL-X~) = t·1G. 
i=l , , i=l , , 
(8. 24) 
Equations (8.3) and (8.21) are equated to provide 
RCL·K~·(XP + X~) 
F~ = , . , 
1 GC - xP ~ SBL 
i = l to M 
and 
r RCL·K~·(GC - xP + X~) 
F . = 1 1 ; i = l to N • 
1 GC - xP + SBL 
(8.25) 
Equation (8.25) is substituted in Equation (8.24) to yield. 
N M M ·(GC+SBL) 
I (GC+x:)·(SBL-x:)·K~- I (S8L+Gc+x~)·X~·K~+ G RCL 
P i=l , 1 1 i=l 1 , , 
X = ~~--~.--,~--~~-----=----------------
r~ 11 N 
R~L +I K~·(SBL+GC+X~)+ I K~·(SBL-x:) 
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 
(8.26) 
Again, for all signs to be consistent, RCL must have the same sign as 
MG; hence, MG/RCL is always positive. 
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The displacements at the piston head front edge and at the stuffing 
box ins ide edge are, 
o~ = (XP + PHL)·s (8.27) 
and 
(8.28) 
For a certain value of moment, if either o~ is greater than PCL, or 
o~ is greater than RCL, the next case with two kinematic constraints 
should be considered. If both the di'splacements are greater than the 
corresponding clearances, the proper case of two kinematic constraints 
to be used is determined by noting whether o~ exceeds PCL first or o~ 
exceeds RCL as e is increased in Equations (8.27) and (B.28). If o~ 
exceeds PCL, the case with kinematic constraints at the piston head 
front edge and at the stuffing box outside edge should be used, or if 
o~ exceeds RCL, the case with kinematic constraints at both edges of the 
stuffing box should be considered. 
Presence of Two Kinematic Constraints 
Contact at Piston Head Edges 
The metal-to-metal contact at the piston head edges with the cylin~ 
der wall (Figure 31) establishes that, 
xP = -PHL/2·0 {8.29) 
and also, 
e = 2•0(PCL)/PHL (8.30) 
with the sign of the moment at the sliding connection. 
·Moments are summed about the piston head backside contact point, 
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M N 




M - I F~-x~ - I F~·(Gc + x~) 
G i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 
Fp = PHL f . 
(B. 31) 
Summation of vertical forces gives the backside piston head edge 
contact point force, 
M N r 
Fp = Fp + IF~- I F .. 
b f i=l 1 i=l 1 
(B. 32) 
Contact at Stuffing Box Edges 
The metal-to-metal contact at the stuffing box edges with the rod 
(Figure 32) establishes that, 
xP = GC + SBL/2·0 (B.33) 
and also, 
e = 2·0(RCL)/SBL (B.34) 
with the sign of the moment at the sliding connection. 
Moments are summed about the stuffing box inside edge contact point, 
M N r r 
Frf·SBL + L F~·(GC +X~)+ I F.•X. =MG. 
'11 1 '11 1 1= 1= 
from which 
M N r r 
MG· - L F~·(GC +X~) - I F.·X. 
r i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 
Ff = SBL (8.35) 
The stuffing box inside contact point force is obtained from summa-
tion of vertical forces, 
M G 
( 
t--- PHL GC SBL ~ 
xr --1 r--- 2 
r- Xr1 Fr Fr 
1 1 2 j 
~ 
~ xr .--j c 
---
xP .. , 
~ x§- ,.Fr 
I$~ b I-
p p p 
Figure 32. Contact at Stuffing Box Edges 
I'-- PHL GC ~ SBl~ 
t--x~-J 
~X~1 Fr 1 Fr 1 1 2 
• xP.j.. xr9 \a 
- - f c r xP-1\~p -1 x, f-. 
Figure 33. Contact at Piston Head Front 









N r~ P 
Fbr = Frf + L F:- L F .. 
. 1 1 . 1 1 1 = 1 = 
(8.36) 
Contact at Piston Head Front and 
Stuffing Box Outside Edges 
The metal-to-metal contact at the piston head front edge with the 
cylinder wall and the stuffing box outside edge with the rod (Figure 33) 
establishes that, 
PCL + RCL 
6 = =pH:-:-:L-+""""'G"""'c=--+-:S=B,.,....L (B. 37) 
with the sign of the moment at the sliding connection. 
The distance of point C from the piston head backface is given by, 
xP = PCL - PHL 
6 
with PCL/6 being always positive for consistent sign convention. 
(B.38) 
Summation of moments about the stuffing box o~tside contact point 
gives, 
M N 
MG - I F~·(SBL + Gc + x~) + I F:·(SBL - x:) 
'11 1 '11 1 P 1= 1= Ff = ----''-------:~-:---;:;:"A--:--~:-'--'-------PHL + GC + SBL 
Summation of vertical forces gives, 
1~1 N r 
Ffr = Fpf + L F~- L F .. 
i=l 1 i=l 1 
Lateral Forces on Bearings and Seals 
(B. 39) 
(B .40) 
In all cases, after the crookedness angle, 6, is calculated, the 
lateral forces on the bearings and seals are calculated with Equation 
(8.3). 
APPENDIX C 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF CYLINDERS 
USED IN THE ANALYSIS 
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TABLE I 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 1 
Identification: OSU No. 1 










Diameters: Cylinder/outer 3.500 
Cylinder/inner 3.020 
Rod (solid) 2.000 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder 0.003 
Stuffing box/rod 0.026 
Seals and Bearings: 









Piston seal: Mat '1: cotton fabric and neoprene green tweed 








Rod sea 1: None 
0. 318 in. 
1.0 in. 
400 ksi (assumed) 
bronze 
0.125 in. 
1 . 00 in. 
15000 ks i 
TABLE II 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 2 
Identification: OSU No. 2 










Diameters: Cylinder/outer 4.000 
Cylinder/inner 3.525 
Rod (solid) 2.000 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder 0.003 
Stuffing box/rod 0.030 
Seals and Bearings: 







15000 ks i 
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Piston seal: Mat•l: Cotton fabric and neoprene green tweed 









Rod seal: None 
0.382 in. 
1 . 00 in. 
400 ksi (assumed) 
bronze 
0.125 in . 
1 . 00 in. 
15000 ksi 
TABLE III 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 3 
Identification: OSU No. 3 










Diameters: Cylinder/outer 4.500 
Cylinder/inner 4.000 
Rod (solid) 2.000 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder· 0.014 
Stuffing box/rod 0.006 
Seals and Bearings: 
Piston bearing: Mat•l: 
Thickness: 
Width: 




Modulus: 800 ksi (from data supplied by sponsor) 













Goshen Rubber Co. and Dynamic Seal Co. 
Fluorinated rubber with glass fibers 
0.198 in. 
0.278 in. 




320 ksi (assumed) 
11 Rulon 11 
0.055 in. 
1.005 in. 
320 ksi (assumed) 
TABLE IV 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 4 
Identification: OSU No. 4 












Diameters: Cylinder/outer 6.0 
Cylinder/inner 5.270 
Rod (solid) 2.500 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder 0.057 
Stuffing box/rod 0.015 
Seals and Bearings: 


















1. 5 in. 
850 ksi (from sponsor) 
60% bronze-filled TFE 
0.250 in. 
0.375 in. 
197 ksi (from mfr.) 
Sintered iron 
0. 320 in. 
2. 2 in. 
200 ksi (pssumed) 
Parker compound N304-7 
0.3 in. 
0.5 in. 
190 ksi (assumed) 
B6 
TABLE V 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 5 
Identification: OSU No. 5 









21 . 165 
Diameters:· Cylinder/outer 4.500 
Cylinder/inner 4.002 
Rod (solid) 1.500 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder 0.012 
Stuffing box/rod 0.004 
Seals and Bearings: 
















glass reinforced nylon 
0.122 in. 
0.510 in. 
900 ksi (assumed) 
green tweed compound, Nylatron 
0. 25 in. 
0.413 in. 
200 ksi (assumed) 
bronze 
0.128 in. 
1 . 703 in. 
1500 ksi 
green tweed compound 
0.139 in. 
0.139 in. 
200 ksi (assumed) 
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TABLE VI 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 6 
Identification: OSU No. 6 
No. Cyls. Tested: 1 
Dimensions (inches): 




Diameters: Cylinder/outer 4.500 
Cylinder/inner 4.002 
Rod (solid) 1.250 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder 0.004 
Stuffing box/rod 0.002 
Seals and Bearings: 
Piston bearing: 
Pi stan sea 1 : 
Rod bearing: 























200 ksi (assumed) 
synthetic rubber 
0. 21 in. 













200 ksi (assumed) 
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TABLE VII 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 7 
Identification: OSU No. 7 

















Piston head/cylinder -0.01325 in. 
Stuffing box/rod -0.00150 in. 
Seals and Bearings: 








Rod bearing: None 







600 ksi (assumed) 
TFE (glass filled) 
0.063 in. 
0.210 in. 




600 ksi (assumed) 
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TABLE VII I 
STRUCTURAL AND MATERIAL DETAILS OF OSU CYLINDER NO. 8 
Identification: OSU No. 8 










Diameters: Cylinder/outer 2.000 
Cylinder/inner 1.750 
Rod (solid) 0.747 
Clearances (each side): 
Piston head/cylinder -0.0025 in. 
Stuffing box/rod -0.0025 in. 
Seals and Bearings: 








Piston seal: None 











COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS--SACFI 
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lf'PliCIT IHAL • 8 I A-U, iJ-l l 
(---- >» (IRIVEP F JR PRCGIUI"' $.\Cf I 
C---- >>> CJ~EHSIC~S Qf-1 & 8 DEPEND 0~ VALUE OF ~WIDE 
Oll"fNSt:JIIi AI 64, 81, [I( b~ I, ([)( 64), ilCI 641, AC(b4 t II I 
C---- >» OP1~f\Siu'lS OF FOLLQillr-:.~ AIHAYS DEP~NO ON V~LUE Of- NPMAX 
Oll"~kSI0/01 XI :11 1 FXY( 8 l,fXZI dl, NPCOOEI 81, CfXYII!I, OEXZI Sl, 
l ~(XVI II 11 ECXZI tlf, B:1Xll--i'l, B'IXYI d I,SHXYI 81, 
2 SliHI Bl, AX"'U.LTI S 1 1 APMOYI 8 I, M~OZI 8 I,Pll 8 l 
(---- >» MAX l>!U!'I 110 OF I;OIIES 
NP,...\X • 8 
C---- >>> NU~h~R Q< ELEMENTS 
~fl~AX = NPMAX - 1 










l"lO'lCl HLONG I 2 
SACf I 
( A, 11, AD, BO, CO, X, FXY, FXZ, NPCDDE, CEXY, 
ECXY, ECXZt uMXl, BMXY, SHXY, SHXZ, 




SU'Ii;CI.JT I •; r S 4CF I 
I I A, [l, ADo 60, CO, X, FXY, FXl, I'IPCC'OE, DEXY, DFXZ 1 
ECXY, ECXZ, fl'IXZ, llMXYt SHXY 1 SHXl 1 I 
I 
I 
"'?I'IAX, NELMAX, I".WID~, MLO'IG1 ~LONG1 1 AXI'ULT, APMOYt 
A;>MQZ, P l 
I ~:I'Ll C IT '<fAt. • 8 I o\ - II, C - l I 
CO~'!Or< I ~'<CSTF I P::tKX, SPRK1 ·Rt!KY, S'<~K 
CC~~rN I (L~l~ I PCL, RCL 
CC!'.':;;r, I CLc~NC I CSBC, PCL t, RCLl 
(QMMQN I CRP~OP I ROl, CYZ, ROZI, CYZI, HSCCI1 hSCCO, HSCRI1 
* HSCPO, 3A~EIIC, <lAH.Eo\rl (l,,c(t,(, CARI"AP. 
CfY .. :·~cr~ I tllA~·HS I COD, ClD, RO~, P.Jn, CPO, f.<PO, PHO, SUO 
CGM~O~ I FnCQNS I FCCY, FCRD 
CO~~QN I fSlPTF I OPPRE, ALT~, ALF1 ~S, LFSTP 
C Cfl '1(1 ~' I GL (l ~OR I F X I 5 I , f Y ! 51 , F l , F 2 , f J, F 4 
C0f1•1C•N I W I 10CARJI40l, NPROB, IP~il'!ll'll, LPRTP 
CG.'I''.DN I INCLFR I C HICL, FCC, FCH. 
C0M'1L'N I LENGTS I STROK, PHL, SBLo fPTK 1 CH'JS, LFLUID 
COf:MQN I PISTCN I PRWI51, PRTI51, PREI'>l, PRKIS), nDST(5l, rrPHBR 
CQioH',Or; I i'llQPTS I FCYL, ERCJD, FYCYL, FYOOD 
COW-101'; I RflO:lP.S I RBW(51,.RRT(5)1 RcE(5l, ~BKI51, PbD$1!51, NPDB~ 
CO'MPN I STPTHS I CL, RL, ST~H\ 
COMMCN I lJI<ITS I LNl'U, L:lD•J, LPREU, L~I\GU 
COM~ON i ~GTCCN I WPII, ~S~ 
COM~Or-< I >iGTvER I f;C, WI< 
COI-'~ON I HE~I I NUMEL,IHI''IPI NOCYE, r;GL, t-GLA 
CQf;'l(lN I O~!H I NOD[ll 10!, XCRDll lOl, NC'DE21 10), XOH021101 
COMMJ'I I TE.~P I NGDCYI !Olo LCEnt lCI, l.Cf'Xll 101, ECXY~( 10 I, 
* ECXZAI 1JI1 KODEXYI 10), KlDEXll 101, APMOYlllOI, 
• APMOll I 10 I 
DATA lFRU I C:NF., 11160 I O.OODOO,l.OODOO, 180.00000 
OATil PI I 3.14t59U5000 I 
DATA lbl~K, LOAD, LOEG I 4H 
011 T .\ llUriO HD I 100.00000 I 
I 4Hl0AO. ~HDEG I 
Dli'ENSirJN XI NP"AX It NPCrJ::JE I Nf'~{AX), fXYI r;r'IAX ), FXZI NPMAX I, 
l· OEXYI NPflAXl, D!:X!I NPMAX I, AI !1-!.0NG, n.lllE ), 
2 Bl ~~LONG l 1 EC XY( NPMAX l, E CXll 1\F~AX 1 1 
3 C!l( MLOt>G It GUO'<( I 8 l, B~:xz I h"'IAX ) , 
4 llf"XYI NPfi~X), SltXYI t.P'IAX I, SHXZI loFr-<AX ) 
Dlf1 ENSIU~J AD( f'LONG, MW!Df l , BDI MLOI~G l, AXMULTI NPMAX 1 1 














NPkr.g = IBLNK 
~'•'MID s 6 
INcCH! 
DIS; 
I IHLNK, GC, NP'IAX , 
IFLAGl, IFLAG2, NCYL, fiP.OD, NCO'<D 
IVCYL T s FYCYL 
fYHfllJT = FYROO 
, EXL, AXt'.ULT 
I NCYL, Nf!QO, :KONDo lFLAGI, !flf,G2, NFfo'IIX, NELMAX 1 
~1.0!'1',;, MviiDE, r;c, EXL ,LPRTP, f-'f>C, 
X, NPCrJDE 1 ECXY, [CXZ, APMOY ,t,t'r1[1l 
( O~IS ;· 
I ~CYlo EROu, CHDS, LANGU, 
CYI , ROI, CYK, P.CK 
TRIAI.P 
I fi<OD, LPRTP, i<Dl, FYCYL, BAilC.AC, !IS CCI, FY~00 1 
t<APlhR, liSCP! , EXL 1 AXMUlT, ~rl<t.X ,NUI'r;p, 
1.0 
N 
0 PINCPI, PI~C~2, P 
FILOAD r 
c--- >» SET UP KEYS 
c 
C--- >>> KfYT & KEYP ARE KEYS F~R PROPER LOAC INCR~MENT 
C---- >>> KEYST IS SET TC CHECK l~PUT PR AGAINST CRITICAL PQESS 
C---- >» KEYF IS SET TO OU!T LOOP AT FINAL ITERATION 






KWIT % 1 
KEYP I 
INDEX 1 






I P, MWIOE, HLONG, X, CYI, 
.~CXY, ECXZ, '1!lM~O, RH:JC, 
6. , flo PI G 
DO 350 IZ "' 1 ·, MLCNG 
BOI IZ 1~ Bl lZ 
DO 350 JZ = l , ~WIDE 
RO!, EXL, NFMAX, NELMAX,NPCOOE 
BETA,KITER,AX~ULT,APHOY,IIPHOlr 
I 
AO I I Z, J l I= A I IZ , J Z I 
350 CONTINUE 
400 CAll BA'~SOL I BO, AD, IIBANO, HWIOEr HLGNG 1 CO , MLONG1 
500 CALL GL4FOR 
I I X, CYI, RDI, CO, NPMAXr Pl ,'ILCNG,FI,RHOC,BETA,KITERr 
FllO.\D, P, I 
c GLFOP.C, BMG, GAMA 
600 CALL THETA 
I I PRK, PROST, RBK, RBDST~ NPHeR, NROBRo 
GC, BMG, PHLr SBLr I 
0 XCL, YGLr TETAF 
IF( LPRTP • NE. 3 I GO TO 653 
IF I K~YST .EQ.l I GO TO C. 50 
t.LTHI = AL TH 
Tf'IP2 = PI I HIBO 
IF( LANGU. EO. LOEG I ALTHI = ALTH • TEMPZ 
KTERAT = 1 
CALL STOPln 





01 S T 
FXL % CL • EPTK + CHDS + PL - GC 
I tKYL, I~POO, NCOI;D, lfLAGl, IFLAG2, NP~AX, N(I.JoiAX, 
I'.LW~G, "WIDE, GC, EXL olPRTP, RPO, 
X, hPCODE , ECXY, ECXZ, .AP~OY ,Af~OZ 
Kl TfP l 
X I IJGl I XI N'JCY~ I + PHL + XGl 
Fi<·lC TET IIF * I)S IN I GAr'. A l 
~FTh TETAF * CCOS I GA~A I 
Ol[lh OAUS( HHY I HVII'"JRO l 
DIFF OIIP.S I TET~F - TE'TAY I 
TETAY TETAF 
K l TEP 2 




IF I UIF~ • LT. OTETA I G~ TO "CO 
IF( JI,.'~X. GT, 25 I Gl lLl 700 
~~~EX • INOE~ t 1 




















KITER = I 
FORCfS 
I X, CY(, RO(, ('J, '-P'~AX, Hli'!>IG,f'l, RH((, !lETA, 
tl'IXY, SHXY, ll'~Xlr SHAlt AHAX[f, I;QOEC, 
A'IAXPO, llQQfD., O[XY, OEXl 
HAX:'l:'l 
I NODEC, IIOOER, CYI, POT, X,Pl, ~~XV, COo ~LCHG, 
SHXY, B'-1XZ, SHX£, NPMAX, OEXY, DEXZ, RtrOC, fiFTA, 
AHAXCY, AMAXRO, XC~, XP"M, lJfFLC, OEFLR, PC, PR 
S T ~ E SS 
I K!'YF, KEYT, KEYP, RIO, CHOS, CFPR(, FYPOO , FYCYL , 
PINCRlo PINCR2, KEYST, LFLUIDo P, AIUXCY, MIAXP.O,P1,PC, 
Pll., 
HSC, HSP, AXTEN, CSTR, RSTR, CSSo NCSSo NP~IIX, 
PSS, NRSS 
INDEX = 1 
IF KEYF • NE • 3 I CO TO 300 
IF KEYST • NE. 1 I GO TCl qoo 
IF LPRTP EQ • 1 I G1 TO 900 
PRES = P I SSRE~C 
IF CPPRE GT • PRES I GO TO 2020 
P = OPPRE • BAqEAC 
KF.YST 2 
T~ lAY ZERO 
GO TO 300 
OUTPUT 
I KWIT, O~REAC, XC", XRH, DEFLC, !'JEFLR , CHOS,GC, TETAY, 
FYCYLT, FYROOT, CSTR, RSTR, HSC, HSRr 
AXTFN, NPH~R, N~DeRo TETAY, CSS, NCSS, PSS, NRSS,P,EXLI 
IF KWIT • NE. l I GO TG 200 
IF LPRTP • NE. 1 I Gn TO 100 
IF FS • LE. ONE I GO TC ICO 
P "' P I FS 
KWIT 2 
>>>>> APPLY FACTOR OF SAFTEY 
IF ( LFSTP. 
FYCYL T 
FYROOT 
CO TO 2~0 
2020 PRINT 20SO, PRES 
CO TO 100 
EQ. lOAD I GO TO 300 
"' FYCYL I FS 
= FYROO I FS 
2000 FCP'IHI l5Xo ' CROOKEON"~S A~GLE NOT CC"VERCING ' 
2050 FORMAT I lH1, 201/1,101 1·JX,2!H*** *** ~R~(il. *** *** I I ,IIIIo 
l lOX, 31lHOPERATING PR!:_SSURE IS GPEUER TI-AII THE I 
2 lOX, 42HCAPIICITYI C'<ITICAL LQ.\0 I OF TI-E CYLINOfR. II 







I 1.'1~, Gf, NP•UX , 
I LAG!, JFLAG2, 'JCYL, 'JP:Jo, NCCN!) , !-XI., ,\.(!'!JLT 
c 







II'''LICIT P0 AL" 
C C·'"''!'l I C L !"PIC 
( Ct-~•.(0-i't r.: [ 1. '-\T S 
((·~<HCN F~.O~TF 
CC'"·'f'N In 
Cr'''"'N I !f,(LFP. 
cr·.:-• "r~ I Lf';GTS 
Cf'·''"'ON I PIS TfJI 
Cr"-{('l I Pl'fJPTS 
C r'"'f'N I PPfll1RS 
Ct'l'"l'N I STPTIJS 
C C"'W N I I.!·! I T S 
CQW1l)N I loGTif-II 
CC"'"'JN I ClROl 
(0!-I'IQN TEMP 
R I A - H, 0 - l I 
I CS:JC, PCLlr RCLl 
I CC:IJ, CID, Q~O, ~10, CPO, PPO, PliO, SIJil 
I OPPRE, AlT~, ALF, FS, LFSTP 
I ICCAROI'.Ol, 'IPP:l!lt IFQQtJll9), LP!<TP 
I CI~C~, FCC, FC~ 
I SlP:lK, Pt-il, SfJL, fPTK, CtiOS, lFLIJID 
I ri<\<!Slt Pi!T!Sl, PRE15l, PPKCSJ, PRllSTISJ, NI'IH.I~ 
I fCYL, E100, FYCYL, FYQOO 
I R(JWISJ, P[)T(Sl, RBEI5), R(IK(5), PJ.lr•ST(SJ, N:lDBR. 
I CL, RL, STPTfl 
I lNTU, LOOU, LPR!:U, LAIIGU 
I ~:Cl, WR1, I<PHl, WSBl 
I NODE! I 101, XCRDll 181, NCDE2! 101, XCR021101 
I t'GfJCYI 101, LCEXY( !OJ, LUXZI 101, fCXYAI 10 I, 
ECXZAI 10), KCOEXYI 101, KCfJOl! 101, .\PMOYIIIOI, 
/IPMOlll 10 I 
DI~ENSION PRK115l, RBK1151 1 AX~ULTI NPMAX I 
CATA NCOt.S I 4HCONS I 
OH4 ZeP.C, TWO I o.oooa, z.oooo I 
OAT.\ IS!:LF I 4HSELF/ 
DATA O'IE I 1.00000 I 
Of.TA LPI~, LFIX I 3HPIN, 3HFIX I 
CAT.\ K~EP, IENO, LYES I 4HKEEP, 3HENO, 311YES I 
c---- >» FORMATS 
10 FC'P~AT f 20~4 
2:1 FU'lloT I 44, 19A4 
30 F('PM4T ( 4X, ilo 5X, 7( A4, 6X l 
40 FC:f.MlT I 4Xo 41 6X 1 At, I 
50 FC'h~'T ( 8Fl0.0 
fO FC~MAT I 5F10.0, lOX, A3 
00 F('Q.HAT I 6X, A4 1 2110 , 6X, A4 
70 FGRMAT ( ·7FIJ.3, bX, A4 
tl5 FCRM.TI 8Fl0.3 I 
<JO F Ck •·:A T I 110, F 1 (). 3, 110, F 10. 3, ·rx, A 3 
100 FCP1ATI 110, 7X, A3, 7X, AJ, 1oF10;3,7X,A3 
ItO FCOMAT I lHlo5X,32HPRCGRAM SACFI - ~TR~SS ANALYSIS , 
I 23HilF fiYOFAUliC CYLIN:JERS,//2 ISX, 20A4 1 I 1,1 
150 FQR'IAT I 5X, 8HPROllLEM , A4, //, !Xt lSA4 
160 FORMAT.( 1, 5X, 111HNPUT !lATA:, II, 5X, 8HTAOlE 1:, 5X, 
1 12HCOflTROL DATA 
170 FOR~HT 1. lOX, '•lHPROBlt~·\ TYrE = 1- CRITICAL LO~O /lfo;,\LYSIS, 
1 .l!H F. JII-JAl.YSIS FOR A FACTORED LOAD, I 
180 FCRMAT lo lOX, 27HPRORlEM TYPE = 2 - ~NSlYSIS, 
l 261-l FOP. A rAPTICUL6R PRESSURE, I 
190 FOPHAT 1, lOX, 2711PROBLE11 TYPF. = 3 - AtlAlYSIS, 
1 39H TO OET(RMINF Sui·fA!Jlt STOC-TUBE LE~GTH, I 
7.10 FOR'1AT I, liJX, HoHAillf'S RETAIN["[) r~.~~ PRFVICt.~ PRPnl ~M, //. 
2DX, 2H 2, ltXo 2H } , 4Xt 21-1 4, '•X• 2H 5t 4X, 2H bt 
;: 4X, 211 7, lo 17x, H zx, A4 l 
240 FORMAl 23Xo ?~H~C Kf~P fP111NS EXEPC~SEC, I 
26'1 FCRH~T /, 5X 1 33HThOLc 7: UNITS rF I'E-'SURE!IENT,/1, 17X, 
l LIILF.t;GTH, bX, :,•o~O.~D, 5X, SHPPESSUi'.E, JX, 7HANGULAR, 
2 I I, 11 X, t, l 7 X , t,.; I 
270 FO~MAT // 1 'iX, 32HTA!'L: :<: CYLINCE~ DIHENSICI\S, II, lOX, 
I 8hLP<GTHS:, // 1 11X, 23HSTRCK~ PISTON Ht:AO, zx, 
2 '•0>-iS!UFFING BOX E!>lD PL.\TE HINGE CIST., /1, l4X. 
3 51 zx, 1PC12.5 I 
2!10 FO~M4T /1, lUX, ZOHCYL!'I')ER ~CD, 8Xt 
1 73H~ XH'ID~O S ~C'" TUBE 
290 FORf\Al It 14X, 1ol ZX, !Pi'!2.5 I 
300 FOR.'IAT 1, 1SX, 23HTH:S~ ,_vT cp.;PUT BECAUSE, 
1 35H STf)P TUi:IE l''IGTH AMLYSIS IS ASJ\:ED~ I 
310 r-OR"'AT I, lOX, 10HDIA'1Eli:RS:, //, 17), lOHCYL. OUTEP, loX, 
1 38HCYL. lf.NER ROO CUTER ROD INI\ER, I 
320 FDR"'AT l4X 1 41 2X, lf'Dl2.5 I, ZX, ~HSCL!O ROOt I 
330 FOR"'AT l4X, 41 2X, lPD1Z.5 I, 2X, IOhHOlLO" RCD 
335 FORMAT 7 2X, lOHW I TH H U 10 
340 FORMAT 72X 1 13HWl T'1 NG FLUID 
350 FOP.MAT /, lBX, 231-iCYL. Pl"' * ROD PIN •, 3X, 
1 26HPISTON I-lEAD iii STUF. BOX iii,//, 14Xt 41 2X, 1PD12.5 I, 
2 1, 16X, Z6HI* Z~RO, THE END IS FIXEOit 
3 321l I OJ l FRO, OTHH. CPT ION IS II\ PUT I 
3b0 FORMAT 11Hl,lOX, 19HCLE!=tA:lCfS eETWEErl:, //, 12X, 
1 .?.I c.x, BHCYL INO~R l, 6X, 3H~OC, It 9X, 31 llX, 3HAfo;0 lo 
2 I, 16X, 12HSTurr II~!; BOX, 2X, 13HPISTCN HE,\0 iii, 2X, 
3 llHSTUF. FOX iJ, II, l4X, 31 zx, 1PD12.5 ), I, 2'1X, 
4 3lll(iil ZEDO, OTHo~ ::PTfCN IS INPUT) 
370 FOR!>o!AT 14X, 31HThnl~ 4: BEARII\GS AND SEALS, II• lOX, 
I !(,,~PISTfJ'I BEARINGS:, I 
3BO FOPf<AT 21X, 31 2H ~ .• 12X ), 2H B, 7X, l3HOISTAr\CE FRO", /, 
1 2QX, 5H>:l[lltt, 7X 1 9H~H!CKNESS, ZX, l4HYGUNGS 'IOOULUS, 3~. 
2 9HSTIFF~>;ESS, SX, 9H~t.C.K FACE, 1/, 
3 51 !4X, 51 2X, 1PlJI2.5 lr I I 
390 f·ORI<AT IJX, 13HP0D flEt.~[Uf,S:, I 
400 FClP~I\T 15Xo 48H(A IS US;:O TO CALCULATE B- tiENCft EITHER A cr·. 
l , lOHH IS INPlJTo I, ?BX, 
2 46'1ZEP.tl' S ABOVe lt;!JI(f,H THAT THEY ARE NOT INPUT I, I 
'dO I"OPM/.T /, 5X, '•4t<TAULf 5: WO:IGHTS AI\~ 'IATERIH PROPERTIES, 
1 //,lOX, 17HWEIGHTSOF·PI\RTS:,II, lAX, III"CYliNOtQ, 9X, 
2 3HRQ[1 1 7X, llt-JPJSTC'I t•eAD, 2X, l21!STUFFING 1\(lX, /, 21X, 
3 l711!PEO. UI-HT lHl<~~·1l, II, l4X, 4( 2X, 1PD12.5 ), I 
'•20 f·OP.~~T I, t()X, ZOHM~E:>.l~L PP(PERT!ES:, //, 22X, 
1 14HYO!JIIGS !-!OI!lll.US, 1'>Xt l211YI"ol0 STRESS, I, lOX, 
2 21 IIX, 6HCYLI'Fl:~, 'IX, 3HR"D I ,11, l4X, 41 ZX, lPDI2.5l/l 
430 FOR"1AT //5X, HHTtr,tEc: lt!CLI"'ATlfJN,FRICTl'JN COEFFICIENT, 
1 llliFACTf)P. GF Sif l':Y,/1QX, 
7 ?OHCYL I!;Q(~ ltJCLlt!'•TIC~.5X, 1 PDt0.3 
4'•0 FC".Mo\T tnX,7lHfPICTION CC,O:~~ICl~tiTS, llBX, 
1 l21·1CYL PHl!.'R ~IW, ~x, 1 P[llO, 3,/ 23X, 
j 7H>\Ofl [t.;::J, 5X, tPfl!S,J 
45:J r.oo~~T l tH1,'>X,?fJHTABLE7: ST ~T ION DATA, 112Xo 
2 f,l, /,HJPTICN,IIl2X, 
1 tr'I'HJ'!t\E~ CF EL':"'-1 1,1 S, /7.2X, 
7. llHCYl.HIOfP, 5X, lf,, 12/X, 1.0 
3 .311:.·:'n, r)x, I 4 · ..P. 
'•t.•) FPP~~TII>X,J/IISTI\ Y.-COI!~O 5 '~-Croro t,~rc tl ' 101 
1 lilr?X,lPCl0.),1'trlX,lf'-.l • 3, / I 
"•75 FCP~~ATI //~X,JIJ~fL\'_\I_fa: f[;tlTY r .. ~DITIC~S,ECC[NTPICITY 1 
l llH 'it LCt.IJlt~G,/5X, 
2 1•':-H~~~)llF; FIXITY AL(~JG PLA:,;: ~CCt;nTPJ((TY Alf~NG,llX, 
3 IJ•P~OHE'HS ABOUT, /l'•X, 
3 35HXY XZ Xlol3X, 
') 1111Y l 
· 1t00 FOP•IA T I I /5t., 101 l '•, ~X ,1\3 oi>X ,AJ, 7X ,11-0 I 0.3 ,zx, 1PC10. 3 1 2X, 
l li'DLO.J,2X.IP010.3, /~X I 
4'l') FCP'4ATC //5X, 1 1ti1AXII\l l•JIID O!STP.lP.'JfiCN IS U~Hr-Qo.:• 
4'14 Ff'~'<•\T( //2CIX,32HAXIAI_ LO!D. :.11\GJ.;IFICH!Cii FAC.T!JPS,/l5:<, 
• ftH,('I:Jf NO.~X,2 1tHAX!AL L0,\0 f'f,GN IFICATION 
49'; C(1°:<AT( /lOX, !2), l2X, FlO.) 
50J c!J~"I\T I /, l!CX, 27;''lNL Y CR ITIC'·l l'l!D ~N,\LYSI S , I 
~10 FOP'·IAT I /, l'JX, l91 1F!.CTOP 'JF S·\FffY ~ , f6.3 1 '•II !J'I , A4, I 
52') FIJOII\T ( /, lOX, 2llt•JPE~·Hl't(, P<!:SStJllf = , lP012.5, I 
~30 F!)I<'•AT ( /, [c)X, J21!'lP!'IlH!f'o.G CYl l<''l£~ P~~SSURE = , lrD12.5,//, 
1 IQX, 32HoHI.OiiAtllE CQOOK':O~:ESS M.GLE = , 1PD12.5, 
2 lr:'!f f.T (,t_t,riO, //, l'JX, 3.?H'·LLO>iA::lLE TOT n LI\TERAL fORC~ 
1 1PD(z.•;, HH !J'I UE~Rl"~S, I 
550 FrFui\T ///, IOZ, lDH••••• EP~O' IN l~NGTH5 ~•*~•, I 
51>·) I"CP".\T ///, l')X, 7H**"""" , 
1 Jlfii.'P'HJI<.: PHD IS G'l~H~~ THAI\ CIO, 6f' ~-·**"'• I 
570 Ft:::~~T ///, lllX, 711 .. *** , 
1 37Hf~P·JP : RO IS G'l(~TEo. TitAN SBD *~~~•, I 
<;ijJ FC~"'AT //, LOX, !>H•~*** , 1'JHPR,1(;C.o\H TEQ~!NATHI , 5H***** 
5~0 FCPMAT lHl 
IF Nr>~Oil .IJE. IOUJK CO TO 650 
C---- >>> R~AD AND FCHn RUN AND PRCDL~M ID~NTIFICATICN 
( 
~fAD ;, 1'1 I ( !OCIIRD I I I, I = 1. 4') 
o5o P.f:~D 5, 70 I ~JPRCB, I I P~ GHI I I. I ~ 1. 19 I 
c 
c---- >» TEST FOI\ END CF ~UN 
( 
1 F ( NP~r)B .EO. I 01 'IK I GO TO 1700 
P~JNT1'•·1, I !DC:ARDI I I, I 1, 40_1 
P'<IIH 150, .'II'P.OO, (!PROS( I I, l ~ 1, 19 I 
c 
C---- >>> READ TABLE t: PROBLEM TYPE A~D TAeLES TO RE RETAINED FR0'4 
C PReVIJ~S PROrLEM 
c 
READ ( 5, 31 I L PRT P, KEEP2, KEEP), KE~P4 1 KEEPS, KfEP6, KEEP7, 
1 KEEPS 
IF K~EPZ .eo. KEEP I GC TO 660 
c 
c---- >» READ TABLE 2: UNITS OF ~EASUPE~IENT 
c 
PEAD ( 5, 40 I LNTU, LODU, LPREIJ, L.\'lGIJ 
6&0 IF I KE EP3 .E<J. KEEP I G!J TO 690 
Rf'A[l I 5, 60 I ST~GK, PHL, S3L; EI'TK, CI-OS, LFLUID 
IF ( LrRTP .EQ. ) I GO TO 6 70 
c 
[---- >>> READ TIBLE ]• LENGTHS AND DIAMETEI\S 
c 
REI·D I 5o 50 I Cl, RL, EXL, STPTil 
bTfl R(t.IJ I 5. SIJ I fOil, C JD, ~f) I), PIll, (P(l' ~.P[l, PHC, ~f\1) 
'EAO I 5, 50 I CS!l!:, PCll, H CL1 
>» CALCULATE GLAI<C CLEARMtCE 
GC = ZE~O 
IF ( LPRTP .NF. 3 I GC Cl - STRO~ - Pill 
>>> TEST rcR I'ROPEf{ INPUT 
IF LPtnP .Eo. 3 G:J TC 6 8') 
A ~ EXL - Ct1D$ - EP1K - CL - Sl'L - RPO I TIIO 
IF A .LT. STRCK en TC 1000 
680 If PCLL .GT. ZERO .CP. ~.Cll .GT. ZE~O I GC TO 690 
IF Plo:l .GT. CID l G() TG 110() 
IF I'.OD .Gr. SBO I GO TO 12<'!0 
: 
690 IF KEEP 1t .eo. KEEP I GO TC 735 
r.---- >» READ TABLE '•= PISTON PINGS AND POD BEAPINGS DETAILS 
c 




720 READ I 
If 
GO 
1 : l 
J ~ 1 
5, 60 I PR\1111, PRTCIJ, PREll), P:'.K1111, PRDSTIII, NE~<D 
p;;K(II ~ PRKllll 
( ~END .EO. lEND I GC TO 110 
I = I + 1 
TO 700 
r1PtiilR ~ I 
5, !>0 I PBIIIJI 1 RBTIJI, RBEIJI, ~l'KliJlo RBOSTIJI, NEND 
RtlKIJI ~ l'llKll.tl 
( ~~ND .EQ. lEND I GG TO 730 
J : J • 1 
TO 720 
73D •JQOBR = J 
735 IF I KeEPS .EQ. KEEP I GC TO 74J 
~---- >>> RE&:J TARL~ 5: ~EIGHTS OF PARTS ANIJ MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
I<EAD ( 5, 50 I liC1 1 WQ.1, -n;.>tH, ~StH, ECYL, EROO, FYCYL, FYROD 
740 IF ( KE!:Po .EO. KEEP I GC TG 750 
C---- >»READ PillE 1>: H!CllN.\TifN,Fq!CTIC'N CCE~F.ICIFNT, 
C FACTOR OF SAFTEY, All~~~Dl(.CRCOKECNESS ANGLE & DEFLN 
READ ( 5, 7J I CINClo FCC, FCR, ~S, OPPRE, nTH, ALf, LFSTP 
750 IF I KE~P7 EQ • KaP I c;o TO 17_5 
c 
C---- >>> READ TABLE 7 STATIO~ DATA 
c 
I = 1 
lFLAGl : l 
RFAD I 5 , SO I NCCND , NCYL, NqOD, NI\XCON 
MJ~NP : NCYL + N~Cil + 1 
IF I NCONO • EC. !SELF I GO TO 760 
GO TO 71>0 
760 READ ( 5, SJ I NODEll I I, XCROlll I, I\ODE211 I,XCRD21l I, ~EnD 
IF I Nflll) • EQ. I END I GC TO 7b5 
I = l + 1 
GO TO 760 
71>5 lfLAGl a I 
763 If( ~1\XCO~ • EQ , NCON~ I GO TO 770 
c 
VF~'l ( S, H'• l ( ~:<'~ULT( l"'Q ),1"1Q 
G'J T'l 175 
170 00 111 (fi'J : 1 I IIUUNP 
J\XI'Ul T I (r;Q l = OIIE 
7 71 C.Cin I NU!: 
C--- >>> A~AO TARLE 8, FIXITY CYIOITICNS.~CCE~TR!CITY OF LnAOING 
775 I I' I KFfl'll , EQ • KE~P I f,:.J TO 781> 
J = 1 
780 PEh'J I S, I'JJI I';CQCYI J l ,LCEXYI .J ), LCEXZI Jl, fC~H( J), 
" :OCXHI J 1, APt•CYU J J,APMCZll J 1, IFND"' 1 r LC !'XY ( J l ~!J. LPII't J KDOCXYI J l I 
IF LC=xv I J l < J. L F I X I K C'il F X Y ( J ) 2 
IF tc:: x z l J J !:0. LPI!'l I KCOE'XZI J I l 
IF lCCXZ I J J <;Q, LFIX I KQJEXZI J I 2 
IF LCEXY I J l EO. IOLio,KI KGJEOI J I " 0 
(I- LCE XL I J l EO. loli<KI KO()EXZI J I % 0 
IF I f~ION E ~ , IE liiJ I GO TO 1 8 5 
J = J + l 
_GO TO 78Q 
c 
C---- >>> PRINT ALL THE TABLES REAC 
c 
735 IFUG2 J 
786 PRINT 160 
IF C LPRTP - 2 790, 800 , 810 
7'JO PRINT 170 
GO TO 620 
801) PR TilT 180 
r;n TO ll20 
810 PRINT 190 
8l0 PKINT 210, KEEPZ, KEEP3, KEEP4, KEEPS, KEEP6, KEEP7, KEEPR 
IF I KEEP2 .NE. IBL"'K l GO TO 830 
IF I KEoP3 .No. IBL"'K I GO TO 830 
IF I KeEP'• .NE, lRL'lK I GO TO 830 
IF ( K~cP5 .NE. l~l~K l G~ TO S30 
IF I KEEP6 .NE. li:ILNo<: l GIJ TO 830 
IF I KEEP7 .EO. IBLNK J P~INT 240 
830 CONrtNUE 
PRINT 260, l"TU, LODU, LPREU, LA.GU 
PR!~H 270, STRQK, Pf!L, SflL, EPTI<:, CHOS 
PRINT 280 
IF I LPRTP .EQ. 3 l GO TC 85') 
PPINT 290, CL, RL, EXL, STPTB 
GO TO 860 
850 PRINT 30.) 
860 P;(INT 310 
IF I RIO ,GT, ZERO I GO TO 060 
PRINT 320, COO, CIO, ROO, R 10 
GO TO 890 
880 PRINT 330, C'JD, CIO, ROD, P !0 
IF I LFt.tJID .I<~, LYES I GO TO tlAS 
PRINT JJ5 
GO TO R9a 
885 pq(NT 340 
690 PKINT 350, CPO, RPD, PliO, SflO 
PRI~T 360. CSI:IC, PCL1r RCLI 
PR[~f 370 
P~('il ],~;1 0 I'PW(!I, PRT(Ilo Pl<q(), P'Klii),P~f.:TI!l.l"lo Nc,.,o 
P" I 'IT 1 10 
P~l'lf 1d0, 1· RJW!IIo RflT!Il, P.~UII, P.!'I(I((J,:;~l'STIIIrl~t, r,ni)JO. 
PRI·IT '•00 
Pf<I'•T 'otQ, w:::t, HP!, WPHlr :.Sf.l1 
P~I~T 420, ECYL, FP0U, FYCYL, FYROO 
PFI~T 410 CINCL 
P!;I'H 4'•0 , FCC, FCR 
PPI~T 4~0 , NCONO, NCYL, NDUD 
IF I Nf.C~D. Nl'. !SELF I GO TO 900 
PPI'<T 460 , I M!DE1 I I ), XGRDl ( I I, ~coczt I ), XI'POll I I 
1 I = 1 , IF L Ar; 1 I 
900 PRPH 475 
PRINT '•80, I NOCCYI Jlr LCEXYI J lr LCEXZI J lr.EC.~Y·HJI, 
1 ECXZAI J I , AP'I'.JY11 J I, tiP~Qlll J I,J =l.IFL,At.l 
I r I N~ XCON , EQ NCONS I GC TO 960 
PRI'H 49'• 
PRPIT 4'15, ( I'~R , ftXI'ULTI IMR i, IHR = , tlU'IIo,P 
GO TQ %5 
961) pop-a 490 
'165 IF I lPRTP ,EQ, 1 , hNO. FS .L T, Ofl ~ I t;l) HI 910 
IF I LPI\TP .EQ. 1 l PRINT 510, FS, LFSTP 
GO TO 920 
<JlO PRI'H 500 
920 IF I LPRTP ,EQ. ? P~INT 520, OPP~E 
IF I LPRTP .Eo. 3 pq[NT ~JO, OPPRE, ALTtf, ALF 
RniJRN 
>>> OIAGONOSTICS FCR ILLEGAL INPUTS 
\ 
1')00 PRINT 550 
GO TO 1600 
lh10 PRINT 560 
GO TO 1600 
1200 PRPH 570 
1C:.OO PRI'H 5'10 
l 700 PRINT .590 
C---- >>> FNO OF RUN IF ERROR IN INPUT IS· ENCCU~TE~EO 
STOP 
END 
StJ::1 .. '1lTl'!~ f1t )T 
t 'i,.. .. tL, ~,r:t'{), ~IC'Y:!), trL!.r.t, lr.t tt;2, ',P~\Y, 'l-f ••:\X, 
"'!.."J~!G, ~rdflf', r,c, :.Xt. ,t_PPfP, :;:;;pt; 1 
r· -,, !IP':,C[J~ , Ft:X'f, ~CXZ. !\~~':JY .t.r:JJCI 
1~'1 IC!f C';\1_ .. IJ I .\- '" c- l I 
r::-:.• ';'~I I ll:..'l I t.tJ'Af.L,~ilJ'·l~P, Nf)(.Y£, \ftl, r;.o;LA 
Cc:···~·-,, I "''11 I !;•)'Jfl! l)l, XORDl( t·~l. ,,.:,H;~( 101, xc~n21101 
CC'·F!N T::'·'" I ~:1f!CY.( 101, LC~:<YI t·n, ~~~:<ll 101, 'CX't<\( 10 I, 
• ~rXlhl l~lr t<ODEXYI 1:1, 1\~'<lEXZI 1-'llr r-o:·l:'lll101r 
• AP~·'"!Zll 10 I 
ccw-••.'N 1 LC'JGrs 1 sr~CJK, PHL, set, E;>T~. et10s. trL\JID 
crw·r~H I STPTflS I Clr ~L. STPT!l 
OII~·=~ISI'l~. XI t;P.~I\X It ECXY( NP'IAX ), ~CXZI ')"H~X I, "l>'[('ll':l ~JPMAXI 
• , .\~~~C'Y ( !>IPHAX I, JIFMQll NP:H X I 
OAH ZfR'J , TwiJ I 0.00000, 2.00000 I 
DATA !SelF /4HS~LF I 
'<:J"~L : NCYL + N~OD 
~U~~p • NUMEL + 1 
~OCYE • NCYL - 1 . 
1:GI. N'JCYE + 1 
~GL~ ~ tJGL t l 
':F(l .. CHOS + f:PTt< + STROK 
!FI LPr.TP ~E. 3 l GO TO 30a 
I'ZL STPOK + Sl!l + GC + '!PO I Z.OCOOO 
CL : STR01< ~ P~L + GC 
E~l Cl + EPTK + CHOS + PL - GC 
300 C OIT I NU~ 
HRO RL-GC-SBL 
EfGl = GC + PHL + SBL 
XGLA : EFCL + EFGL 
XGL EFCL + I EFGL I TWO I 
DEHOMl • NCYL - 2 
DE'l'JI~Z a NROD 
DXCY • EFCL I DENOHl 
GXR~ = EFRO I OENOM2 
OC 400 J = 1, NUMNP 
X I J I = l fRO 
NPCODE (JI• ZeRO 
ECXYI J l ZERO 
ECXll J I ZERO 
AP.'ICYI J I ZERO 
~PHOL( J I ZERO 
400 CCNT I NUE 
IF I >\CO;~iO EQ. !SELF GO TO lOOC 
>>>CO-ORDINATE 01\TA FOR AUTO OPTIONS 
00 BOO lr NUMNP 
IF • GT, NOCYE l Gll TO bOa 
X ( I I = X! I - 1 l + OXCY 
Gll TO 80-J 
bOO CC~ITINUE 
IF l. I , EIJ, NGI. l X ( I l = XGL 
IF ( I , Et.J. !',GLA l X ( I I = XGLA 
IF( [, EJ, NGL.OR. I.E!)oNGLA I GO TC 800 
XI I I = XI I - l l + OXRO 
BOO CONTI NUF. 
GO TO 1100 
r: 
r.---- )))~ CO-\J•OI'IAT~ S.'.T.\ FT>. ~':LF CPT(U,'I 
( 
I)!)) !lfJ l.'OIJ I = l , IFUGl 
~El = ~rDE21 I I - N~D~ll 
r~f "-f'J~-1 ' Nfl 
IF ~.co~ll I l E Q, 1:11CY~ 
IF ,,:Jt 11 I E-.1. 'lGL 
IF '.QI)<l( I I EJ. ~.C. LA 
IF ·.:J:1::21 I ) E'l. NGCYE 
[I' '1<10'0 21 I I Fl. "~GL 
IF M:JF21 I J EO. t!GL & 
IF \00!'21 I l. EO. t.,;_J'.INP 
ox I XCR02! I I 
IST~T 'IJDE l ( I I • 
15 TOP t:f'OEll I I -
XI ISTRT - 1 l. xo~o 11 I I 
DO llOO I I = IS TPT ' !STOP X I II l~ XI II - 1 
11 ')0 CC:NTI NUE 
1'-0') 
r. 
XI !ST0P+11= X~P)2 
CONTI NUF 
XQP D l I 
~ ~? 0 ll 











THE EtASTIC CCI\STR~I'HS 
IFL\Gl 








I l I DFNOH 
0 IS T~IJ3UT!' 
l'•Oil J = 1, 
ISTA 
lt<fJI)E 
NPCOOEI !STA I 
2 * KJ[;EXVI J I + KCGEXZ! J I 
IKCO!' 
140') 
ECXYI ISTA l= 
EC.Xll IS f.\ I 
A P MOY I I S T A I 
APMGZ( ISTJI l 
CCNT l NUE 
RETURN 
FNO 
ECXYA I J l 
ECXZ.\ I J I 
AP;',OY1 ( J ) 
~Pf'OZt ( J l 
SUflPCUT PJ: c·Jr~S r 
I I ~CYL, EP~~. CHU5 1 LA~GU 1 
r. c y I • i\0 I I c Yl' .. ' llGK 
c 
C---- >» SU:!RCIIfi~E TC (AlCULAH CfJ'ISTM;T TE!'.MS FOR CC'iV~Niq:r;E 
c 
l~>'rLI CIT ~c~L .. 8 ( A - H, a - l I 
Cf!M··tON I PGST~ I PP KXo SPR ~I RBK'f, 5R tK 
COt-1."~0"-4 I (P~RCP I FG/, cvz, ROllo C Yll , H5CCI, t<SCCQ, H$( Q I , 
• I•SCR(l, HAREAC, FAREI\R, CA~EAC, U.REhR 
CC:f.t'IGN I (L(f,p I PCL, llCL 
(()fo'U(lfl I Cl~l"NC I r:snc, PCL 1, RCLl 
CO"~!-ICN I (;[ •\''TS I ern, CID, ROIJ 1 R I Do CPO, RPO, PHI!, SED 
ccw•c r.. I HCCNS I FCCY, FCR 0 
Cf.'''I::JN I I'<Ct F ~ I c lt!CL I FCC, FC~ 
COI•"·'Cr. I "IS TG>-J I PC> II ( 5 I, P'\T I 51, Pll~ ( 5 I I PPK ( 5 I, PRO<;r 1511 ·NPH8~ 
C OH'H) 'I I •CORPS I r B:< c s 1 1 R IJTI5) I RBE I 5 I, RRI\ ( 5 l, RllOSTI~I, N?D8R 
COI~·•or. I ~crcc·~ I \/PH, WSB 
((]M'\r N I :.GT I til I liC l I WRl1 WPH Lt WSBl 
((UIMCN I ;,GTVER I we, WR 
c 
QITA ZE~C1 TWS1 F~UR, SXTFOR I 0.0000, 2.0000, 4.0DCOI 64.0000 I 
IJAT6 1110<:1 ll8:J.'lCDOO I 
c 
DhTA PI I 3.14l59265358QT930CO I 
CAfA LDEG I 4HDEG I 
















110 I = 
( rol( l 1 1 





130 I = 
( R~Klll 






.GT. ZERO I GO TO 100 
CTD * PRWIIJ * PR~I I I l PPTl II 
PPKIII * PRDSHII + ~llKX 




.GT. ZERO l GO TO 120 
~(1') * RBW( II • P!l-~l I I I RBTI I I 
P~K( I I * ROOST! I I + <eKY 
RBK( II + SRBK 
Cf.LCULHE CROSS SECTI'JNAL PROPERT I ~S 
RQ'll POD .. ROD 
PI02 RID * 1\ID COD2 coo * COD 
(102 CID * CIO 
CYI PI * ( CO!J2 * COD2 - CIC2 * CID7. POl PI • ' ROD2 * R002 - Rl02 • R I 07. ~Ol RO! * TWO I RCD CYl. CYI * TWO I ceo 
~Oll ,. 1.00+20 
IF ( ~liD • GT. ZERO I P.Oll = ROI • T\.0 I <tiD 
CYll = CY I • TWO I CIO 
I SXTFOR 
I SXTFGR 













P.ARHC PI • c 1!:2 I FOUR 
!lA RF AP PI • Rl02 I FOUR 
CAP FAC PI .. ( ((102 - CI02 I FCUR 
CAR EAR PI • ( •lOC2 - RIOZ I r-ruR 
>» CALCULATE llOOP STRESS COEFF~IENT 
RDOIC (002 - (102 
HSC:C I ( (002 • CID2 I I llO~NC 
HSCCO ~ TWO * CID2 I ROENC 
ROENR R002 - RIC2 
HSCR I ( R002 + RI02 I I ROENR 
HSCRO = TWO • R 102 I ROENR 
CYK DSQRT ECYL • CY I 
~DK OSQRT E~CO * RO I 
>» CALCULATE CLEARANCES AT PISTON HEAC AND STUFFING 
PCL = I CID - PI-C I two 
IF PCLl .GT. ZERO PCL PCLl 
RCL z ( SBO - ROO I TWO + esse 
IF RCLl .GT. ZF.RO P. CL RCLl + CSBC 
>» CALCULATE VERTICAL CO'~PCNENTS CF WEIGHTS 
TE"'P = PI I Hl80 
BETA3 z CINCL 
I Fl LANGU.EO.LDEG I BEH3 CINCL • TEMP 
CB = ocos ( AETA3 I 
lo'C wet • CB 
liR liRl * CB loPfl WPHl • CB 







S UiiR f1tlf 1 N< Til 1 ALP 
I t E<llO, LPflTI', 'l.')I, FYt:YL, 6A"(h(, HSC:Ct, fYF<OO, 
f\A::'(J\R. H5(.Df , t:)(l , AX"1Jf._T, ~fPvA.,( 1 f·.ttJ1-'t:!'t I 
0 PIUCR1, DINr:o?, Pll 
1 "'I'L I C I T ~ "h L $ 8 I A - II, 0 - l I 
cc~~·~rN 1 L~'H;Ts 1 STP'l!<., PttL, SBL, EPTK, · Ct•cs, LI'UJ1n 
OAT.\ Tt;n, FIFTY, F!YH'JN I 2.'}~{10, 51.·11'~0, S1'J.CCOC I 
OAT~ PI I 3.1)1592t53~B9793GCO I 
CAfh LY"5/ )liVES/ 
O!M~NSI0~ 3XMULT 1 ~P~AX I 
C---- >>> IF LPPTP = 3 Cf.LCULIITE hPPROXI~ATr. EXTt'·'lEO lE~;(;TI! 
c 
IF I LPQTP - 3 I 110, 100, 110 
I ~0 EXL = STR CK + S TP0K + PHL + Sill + CHDS • EPTK 
c 
C---- >>> TPIAL LOIC Ill AS PE~ EYLERS qUCKL1NG, CONS!OEF!~G FULL 
C LENGTH STIFHIESS AS THI,T OF ROO il'iLY 
r. 
110 P12 = PI • PI * EROC * ROI I EX L • f: XL I 
c 
~---- >>> TRIAL LOAD 121 AS PER EXCESSIVE HCCP SfRESS OESTqiCTION IN CYL 
c 
P2 = FYCYL .. B~REAC I i'SC C I 
c 
c---- >» Tl\ I AL L1AfJ 13 I AS PE~ EXCESSIVE HCCP STPESS 
c 
P3 = FYqoo .. B ~REAR I HSC ~I 
IF I LFLU10 • ~~ E • LVES I P3 = Pl 
c 
C---- >» TRIIIL LOAD, SIIALLER OF I 11, 121 MH~ 131 
c 











00 200 I = 1 . NU"NP 
IF! hXI'ULTI I I • GT. OAX GO TO 1 so 
GO TO 2GO 
CAX AXI'ULTI I 
CONTINUE 
Pl2 = P 12 I OA X 
>» CALCULATE LOAO INCREMENTS 
PlNCRl 1'12/ FIFTY 





I ( P, "i'rl(')£, "4l'lqG, X, (:y[, 
t .~CXY, C(Xl, MUA.•lO, RHO(, 
() ~ , [I, i> l 
I .,.PI_ 1 C I T ~~At * R I A - H, 0 - l I 
~0 I' t:Xl' fo.:f,.,'\X, P..:fl~AX, .. i~( ... ::.: 
l\:=: T,\,t".fTC:R, A/.~1 1Jll, f,pvr;'(,li-·•·-?: .. 
I 
OI>'"NSifYi ljP(( 2 J, ~~ HL<:~tG, 'hoi!l'r ), IJ( I<LCNG I, I_H( 2 }, 
1 S:.J'll 'I 'l h l·lP('l'll ( >;~•1ft < I, XI hFI'!.X I, 
2 ~::xv1 t,Pux 1, ~cxzc Ni''·•A< 1. BSI a 1. A.<"UtTI •,p.,-_, '· 
2 /.?'IOVI l'i>'·I.\X ), API•:ll( lj;H\AX ), Pll NF•t.X I 
r~'<Y.Oil I EL=tl I l:l.''·lf:L,Il'J'ih.P, I'<OCY<., rH;L, IIGLA 
CI'Y."ftl I l•r::LH I CltoiCI,_1 •. rcc, FCII. 
CU"'(N I P~."~PTS I [.f.-V{, E'10:1, 'FVCYL, F)qi)O 
CC!''"'JII.I CP.PilOP I POl, CYl, O'JZI, CYli,IISCCI, t<SCr:IJ, flSUI, 
tiSCRO, 8\REAC, I'A~.c/1.0, (.\P~AC, C~~E!IR 
CCM~rN I ~~TCON WPH, W~~ 
CO~~LN I WGTVER I NC, WR 
DATA ZeRO I O.OODOO I 
00 1~0 I = 1 , ~PMAX 
Pll .I I = O.OOJ') 
100 COI'ITI"lUE 
>>>>> CALCULATE ~OOAL AXIAL FORCES 
DO 200 ICK • 1 1 NUMNP 
Pll ICK I : AXMULTI ICK l * P 
2'l0 CO•lTINUE 
c >>>>> I~TIALIZE MATRICES 
DO 400 = 1 , ~LONG 
61 I I ~ ZERO 
DO 400 J 1, MWIOE 
A I I , J I = ZERO 
400 C CliTI NlJE 
c 
C---- >>>> FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX 
DO 81)0 N = 1 , NU~El 
NPCI 1 I N 
NPCI 2 l N + l 
CALL STIFF 
I I X, CYI., I'D I, NPC, NP~AX, PI, 
lJ SOD, BS, RCONS, SC::JNS , UlN5 
c 
C »» FORM THE RIGHT HAND SIDE 
c 
KJ • 4 • ( N - 1 
Bl lf.J+l I Bl KJ • 1 , • RSI 1 I 
Bl KJ+4 I 131 KJ • 4 , • 135( 4 I 
131 KJ+5 l " !ll KJ • 5 l + !lSI 5 ) 
Ill KJ+B I ~I KJ + A I + !\S I 8 I 
IF I KITE"-. EO. 1 , GO TO 450 
IFINPCill, NE, I<Gll GO TO '+50 
Bl KJ+l I Rl KJ + 1 I - <>.CONS • BETA 
IH KJ+2 I fll KJ + 2 I - scm1s • ~HCC 
f\1 KJ+3 I Bl KJ • l I + RC(1NS • PHI)( 
Bl KJ+4 I : I\ I KJ • 4 I - scur;s + BETol. 




!\ ( ~ J• ~ 
1q r~ J + 7 
B I KJ +.; 
•B!t-.J+b 
ill KJ + 7 
lll KJ • a 
- CWlS • RHQC 
- ~CONS * PHOC 
- CONS • l\ETA 
t---- >>> •n~ TO TOT~L STIFFNESS MATRIX 
c 
c 
450 !1r soo 1 J B 1 , 2 
l/'1 I I J l = 4 * ( NrC I I J I - 1 I 
500 C r~~T I\:~~-
[)0 1 •) 0 1 = 1 ' ? 
OG 70J K • 1 , ~ 
11 ll'llli+K 
Ktl:: 4 "' I I - l I + K 
r107•)J ,1,2 
on 7" J = t. 4 
JJ L/'1 I J l + L - II + 
1r JJ. LF. 0 I GC TO 6CO 
Ll 4 • I J - 1 I + L 
.!. I I l , J J I = A I II , J J l + S 00 I K K , L l l 
600 CCNTIJ-;',J~ 
100 ccr;T 1 "l!Jc 
8C:l CO!IITitW~ 






I I' ~ I f CR - FCC l l I FXL 
1'1111*FCC 
I'll fWM"'P I '" FCR 
C---- >>>> ADD F~ICTION~l T~PMS TOR H. S 
c 
DO 1400 N = 1 • NUVNP 
K Blt*IN-11 
KFY = "'PCOOEI N l + 1 
GO TO! 1301) 1 900 1 1100,900,11';~,900, 1300 I , KEY 
900 I~ ( [CXll ~~ ). [0. l(RQ l GO TO 105•1 
IF! N • GT • NGLA l GO TO LCOO 
B I K + 31 = (If K + 3 I - F RC ON S 
B ( K + 2 I = Bl K + 2 I - FCMOM 
IF! Y-EY.EQ.2.0P.YEY.F0.6 l G"l TO 1300 
tooo l.ll K • 3 1 = oc K • 3 1 + r-Rcor;s 
B I K + 2 I = ll f K + 2 l + F R "OM 
1050 If( KfY.EQ.Z.OR.KEY.E0.6 l GO TO 1!00 
1100 If! N.GT.>IGLA ) GO TO 1200 
Bf U· 1 I Bl K + l l ·- F~CONS 
B I K t '• I 11 I K + '• ) - F C :~OM 
GO TO L3~0 
1200 (,( K •· l l 
[I I K + '• I 
130) cnrni :JU" 
d I K + 2 
(j ( K f- '• 
Bl K + 
Bl K + 4 
+ FPCONS 
+ FP.MO>I 
ll I K + 2 I + P "' E C X l I N l t API' r:JY I N 
~~ K + 4 l + P • ECXY IN l I f.f'HCll N 
11oO'l COrtll t;IJ': 
c 
C ---- >»> PI'VIS!' F:•~ SPFCIFHO D!SPLACE"'[NTS 
c 
no 2200 N B 1 , ~u~~P 
K~ y B r.rcn1F 1 N 1 • 1 
GO TC I II>00,1600,l~00,1~10,1500,lSCO.t50'l I, KEY 
1 ~('') ~~ B 4 ~ N - ) 
lJ = ZER!1 
CUL fl0'1( A, !', 1-'LONG, ~~WI!'E, MehNO, M , U I 
1t\~J GO T'_l( 18C'·:l,l800.l010,1t10~.1700ol800,17001' KEY 
1700 M = 4 * N - 2 
U = ZERO 
Chll "10:11 ~. s, ~'LONG, .'H-IIi:'t, p.IQhNO, H , U I 
10,:'J GG TC I 20JO,l900,20·)0,l'iCl:l,19JO,lSCO.t9001, KFY 
1 'J ')O M = 4 * N - 1 
U = ZERO 
(f>ll MJ::JI A, !l, MLrNG, '~WIPE, M~~NO, M , U I 
200l GO Tr I Z2J0,220D,l2CC,2200,2200o2L00,2100 1, K~Y 
21C'J ... =4*1~ 
U = ZERO 
CALL M11•ll ~. ~. MU'NG, "!;ICE, 01PAND, M , U I 
2200 CCNTI,.,IJf 






I (X, CY!, R[ll, ~;P(, NP~hX, Pl, 
C S, 55, PCONS, sccr.s, COlliS 
c 
C >>» SUI<PCUTI:l~ TO F(1R~ULH~ Tl-!: STIFFNESS p.\HRIX 
c 
I"'PLICIT RE~L * 8 I A- H, C ~ l I 
C01·114(1N I H~<; I NU>~Elo"lU"·'l\P, NIJCYE, NGLt NGLA 
CG'-I'ION I I'FJ•'TS I fCYL, nao, FYCYL, F'fllOO 
CCI4MGN I ~GTVfA I kC, W~ 
CG~MO"l I hGTCON I WPH, kSO 
CGM~O'-l CRP<JP I ROZ, CYZ, RDZI, CYZI, HSCCI, HSCC0 1 HSCRI, 
"' HSCP.Q, OAD.EAC, BAREAR, CAP.EAC, CAREAR 
DATA ZE~O. ONE, TWO, TRE, FCU~, SIX/ O.COCCO,I.COD00,2.00DOO, 
• 3.oocoo, 4.coooo, 6.ooooo 
11l"ENSJI"ll~ 51 !J , B J, NPCI 2 J, BSf 81, XI ~Pf'AX I, Pll NP~~<\X I 
oo roo 1 • r , a 
11SI I • ZERO 
00 l 0 0 J l 8 
S I I, J ZERO 
l 00 C CNTI NLIE 
N 
Xl ~ •< 
XL ~1;2 
XLEN3 
IF I IJPC( 
ARC: A 
1.! ll E 
~ 
GO TO 30J 
2:l'J t-r.[-•, 
300 CC'lTINIJE 





PH I h'• 
hl f ~ 
M F-'? 
nr. r t.1 
P-ET A2 
















NPCI l I 
XIN+li-XINI 
: XLEN * XLEN 
XLEN2 * XL[N 







t.~FA * E I XLFN 
Pll ~I • XL912 I IE • AINE I 
DSCWTI P!•l2 I 
PHI2 I FOl.~ 
-SIX * I Ul~ -1 PHI/DSI~·JII'HI IIJIPHI2 
ALFI\ * f,LFA 
TRE " I Cl\~ - PHI I CTMII P,_.l Ill I PHIZ 
BETA1 '' BETAl 
BETA1 * HO 
tLH I TP.n 
FOUP * B"T42 - ~LFA2 
TPE • urTt.II DENO~ 
FOUR • E * liNE I XLEN 
KH I Xl.~N 
u.r 1 n"\2 
~K * K~T 
C'.A • SC.L~.fS 
PH 12 • J> HI 
D<: !Ill PH I I 
DCOSI Pill I 
Xt[rB • C THO - TI'O * CPH! - PHI*SPJfll 
Pfll3 "' SPt-<1 + Al'lE * E 
ANV". I I:> 1\0'1 










l<fO"'S AP<VR1 I 11ENC" 
Sf I l TCO~S 
Sl I 4 RCCNS 
Sl 1 5 -TCO:I:S 
S I l 6 RCONS 
Sl 2 2 SCONS 
S I 2 3 -RCO"lS 
S I 2 . 6 CO~>;S 
Sl 2 7 RCONS 
Sl 3 ' 3 
.. TCONS 
Sl 3 6 -RCOPIIS 
Sl l 7 -TCONS 
Sl 4 4 SCONS 
Sl 4 5 -RCONS 
Sl 4 ' 8 : CONS Sl 5 . s TCCNS 
Sl 5 0 -RCO~IS 
Sl 6 . 6 = SCONS 
Sf b . 7 2 !!CONS 
Sl 7 7 TCONS 
Sl 8 a SCONS 
»» FORM SYU.~ETRIC MATRIX 
DO 600 I = l. 8 
DO 500 J = l' 8 s ( J,t I = Sl I . J I 
CmHINlJF 
C!:NTf NU~ 





HPHc = WC + WPH 
"5~~ • WR + ~SB 
NPCIZJ. LE. NOCYEI HT WC 
NPCIZI , EO • NGLI ~T WPHE 
NPCI21 • (Q, NGLAI liT WS?-E 
NPCI71. C.T, NGL~ I liT WR 




BSI 1 I 
HS I 4 I 
llq o, I 
!lSI H I 
OS IN I Pli I II 
TWO " DS INI PHI I - PHI * DCCSI PHI I - PHI 
: WT * XLFN2 
WLZ I Twr. 
-WT * XLF~ I TWO 
Wl2A ~ CC~~l I DELC - WL2 I fHIZ 
-WT * XLE~ I TWO 










SU!Hi.OUTINE MULT I X, Y, l, >i, N, K I 
I I'P l I CIT RE U * 8 ( A - H, C! "' l 
OJM~'lSI·JII: XI "!, N I , Y( No K I, ll M, K I 
DATI ZERO I O,QnOOO 
DC 110 I = 1 , M 
DO 1 I~ = 1, 1<. 
TF'IP lEPO 
DO 100 L = 1 . N 
TF'lP TE ~P t- X I I , l I • Y I L , J I 
(Co.;T I NU': 







>»> SU[l~OUTINE TJ 'IQOIFY TH( ·CV!:~ALL ST IFFHSS '1ATRIX 
10fl 
II 0 
IMPLICIT P.E~L * II I ll - ti, C- l 1· 
!Hp.IC:NSION AI "LGNG, HWiil~ J, !ll 'IL'JNG 
·DATA lfRO, C~E /O.OODOD , I .:~~CD I 
0~ 110 'I • 2, ~~AND 
K = ~ - I + I 
IF! K , L[, ~ I GO TO !NI 
£I I K I = P ( K I - .\ ( K, I I * l) 
41 K, I J = ZP.C' 
K =H+I-1 
IF! MLC~G , LT• K I G" JQ 11~ 
S I K I 8 (' K I - .\I '1, I I • U 
AI ~. l = ZE 0.') 
tOtliT!NUJ: 
AI M . lJ ("f~ 






C >>>> SH3~~11J1 H<': T:1\$~LVf r.\'rlfO JIIITRIX 
( 
!P'PLICIT f>Eht. * 8 l ~-H, C-l I 
op·::•;SII_ .. , Lll ~-1Lm:G lo h( "LC"G• MWIOF It CO!' !4LCI<G I 
r.AT6 l«Zr' I 0.0l'0] /, 0\1'. I 1,-00:JO f 




I F I h l 'I, II • E 0. lE Q. 'J ) GO TO 1 &0 
TE~P ~ C',jE I Al~o11 
1 lNI ~ H:-<r "' BlNI 
DO 1~0 ~ ~ 2, ~BA~O 
IF I AI~.~~ .EQ, ZE~n ) GO TO 150 
t &IN,MI • TC~P 
I N+~l-1 
J 0 
eo 1~0 K ,.,, ~~~~o 
J J'+ 1 
A I I , J I : t II , J I - C * AI N, K I 
CO'H I NUi' 




C (;fiT I NUE 






: "l ON C. I+ I - M 
2 1 "llANO DO 160 K 
l 
f\(11) 






BINI - ~IN,KI *BILl 
= N + '1LONG1 
BINI 
Bl N l 
,.,LONG2 • ~LONG! + 1 
DO 200 Kl : MLONGZr MLONG 
COl Kl I = ZERO 









P~K, rf'l'ST, ~6>(, 
Pill, Sill, 
XGL, YGL, lETA 
RBDST, NPHPR, NhDRRt GC, BMG, 












Bfl GS 1 f 
CLE ~'I 
GlOfCI'. 
a I A - H, 0 - Z I 
I l'ili<Xo SP'll(, RE;,;Y, 
I PCL, ~CL 
I FXI51, FYISI, Ft, 
SR. EK 
FZ, F~, F4 
!JIP''~ISION PRI<.( IJPH!lP. ), DRDSJI NPHBR I, RI!KI NR[BR ),llBOSTI'lRO!JRl 
CAT/, HQO, O'<E, hC I O.OOO(l, 1.000~. 2.0000 I 















100, 110, 1C:l 
B~G I DABS! RMG I 





C---- >»CASE 1: NO ":TAL TO '(!:TAL CO~JTACT AT SLIOlhG CONNECTION 
c 
XGL = I M.BKY • CC * SR'IK - PRKX I I SRPBK 
YGL = GC - XGL 
IF PCL .FO. lERO .A'ID, RCL ,EQ, 2ER.O l GO TO b90 
CF = H~O 
DO 130 I 1, ~<PHilR 
130 CF = CF + PR.KI I I* IXGL + P~OSTIIII * 
* ( XGL + PPO S 11 I I I 
00 140 I 1, t;ROIIR 
I 40 CF : CF + RBr. I I I * I Y Gl + P BDS T I I I I • 
* I Y G L + R £10 S 11 I ) I 
HTA =!l~G/CF 
01 = I XGL + PHL I 4< DABS I TETt. I 
02 = I YGL + SEL I • OAtiS! lETA I 
IF 01 .r:;r:. Pf.L .MI(l, 02 .GE. o.CL I GO TO 170 
IF Cl - PCL I 150, ?QJ, 2CO 
150 IF 02 - P(i_ I 7"), 3')0, 300 
170 022 PCL * I YGI. + S'll I I I XGL t PHL I 
IF 022- P(L I ?-:)(), 3CJ, 300 
c 










f>fll • ~( 
PM·.st [l.~r; I I PCL 
I, LI'HIIR 





























03 • G!: • 
03 - I'Cl 





02 - PCL 
)(l['N + T["P 
X''U'~ • Tf «P ~ PP.OSH II - X NUll 
t;~OBR 
: P.!lK( I I .. AGL • PROS Tl I II 
X.)EN • T ~ ~·p 
X"'UM + TE vp * I GC + RBDSTII I I 
XNU" - llC.l .. Pill 
: BGL • XDE~ 
~"U'I I XOEN 
= GC - XCL 
= I'Cl I I x:;L • PHL ) • SIGN 
CABS I TET A • XCL l 
= I YCL .. SBL I • DABS ( TETA ) 
PCL • A'lO, G2 • c~ • RCL I GO TO 270 
I 240, 40:), 40J 
I 250, 6~0, 600 
,; TfTA -I RBKY .. GC • SReK - PRKX 
PCL • TI;'J I PHL 
I PHL I TWG + Gf. + s eL I .. TETA 
I 400. 61)(), &00 












56L t GC 
I RCL 
DO 3l0 I 
r•A!\S I R'1G 
I, NPHB~ 
T~~P 
XII [ 'i 
XNU'~ 
n:tJ'I 
: PR K ( I ) • 
XDEN + Tn\p 
1\GL + PROS Tl I I I 













~ IlK I I I • I S f:'.L - RBO S T II I I 
xor:~J • T'~~·p 
X NU 'I + H "P • ( G C t- ll (I 0 S T I I I 
= XNU~ + R~L * AGL 
= llGl + XDEJo, 
, )Jiltrl I )'DEN 
GC - XGL 
= RCl I ( YGL • S~L I * SIGN 
= ( X G L + o f'L l • DAB S ( TE T II 
D4 = r>·lf1<;( TET~ * VGL I 
OJ .Gf, PCL ,I,'IU. ()4 .r.E. RCL l GO TO :no 
01 ~·ct I 3 1t'Jr b:)C, &)0 
()It - flCL I 350, 50J, 5JO 
- XGt.•SRPf\K 
350 r 2 
TO 7~') 
= TETA ~ l XGL • SPPBK -PBKY-GC*SPBK+PRKX 
(,0 
370 TF 1 ~ PC l * T t-;n I Sill 
01 ! PHL + r.:::.+ 5lll I TIIO I » 01\eSI HH I 
IF ( Ill - PCL I 500, &OC, f,(;J 
r. 
C---- >» CA',<: 4: ((r;Tr.CT AT FP.r·.q A';O bACK FACES OF PISTrJN HEAD 
r. 
'•'lO XGL - PHL I TI.C 
Hl~ TWO* I'Ct I PHL *SIGN 
YGL GC - XGL 
Oll GFORCE I PrtK, PP CST, T"TA, XGL, NPH\R, FX 
CAH G~ORCE I rt[IK, Rl\lJST, lETA, YGL, N;!C(JR, FY 
00 470 I [, NP!ti\R 
F3 F3 + FX (II 
47') F1 Fl + FX( II • P'lOSTlll 
DO 480 I 1' !I.R0!31! 
f3 f3 - FV I II 
480 fl Fl + FY (I I .. ( GC + ReDSTIII I 
Fl ( llMG- Fl I I'Hl 
F3 Fl + F3 
RETURN 
c 
C---- >>> CASE ~: CONTACT AT FRONT AND BACK FACES OF STUFFING BOX 
c 
500 XGL = GC + SBL I T\iC 
TETA . = TWO * RCL I SBL * S 1 (N 
YGL 
CALL GFORCf I 
CAll GFDRCE I 
00 570 I 
F2 
570 F4 














(All GFOI'CE I 
CALL GFORCE ( 
DO 670 [ 
Fl 
670 F2 





R ETUP N 
&9') HTA 
750 CALL GFORCf 
C flU GFOO.CE 
Pnu~N 
fr·:rJ 
= GC - XGl 
PRK, PROST, TETA, XGL, N FI-BR, 
RI\K, RI\DST,.TEU, YGL, NQ CBP, 
z 1r NPHBQ. 
: - FXI I I * I GC + PRDSTIII I + F2 
- FXIII • F4 
1. NRDBR 
a F 2 - FY II I * RBDSTIII F4 + FYIII 
I BMG • F 2 I Sill 
= F2 + F4 
CONTbCT AT FR'l"lT FACE OF PISTON H!' AD 6ND 
or- STUFFING BOX 
= ( PCL + RCL I I ( PHL + GC + 5f)L 
r PCL I D~RSI T O:T A I - PHL 
GC - XGl 
PPK, PROST, T ~TA, XGL, N Pt-B•, 
p l'~. I>BOST, T:TA, YGL, NO. CB P, 
1 • liPHB~ 
- FX([) " I s eL + GC + PRD$TI11 
FXl I l + F2 
1. NRDBR 
Fl + FYI !'I • SBL - RBCSTI I I I 
- FYI I I + rz 
[ fH'.G + F 1 I I PHL + GC + 
fl + F2 
ZER'l 
pr;~, PR()jT, TFTA, XGL, NFttBR, 



















* I ~1(, DST, T~TA, XGL, !';, 
c 
C---- >>> sunorurt~E TO CALCUL~TE FURCES CN EACb AEARI~G 
c 
c 
I I'P L1 C I T Pf A L * 6 I A - H, C - l I 
DWENSIO!• AKI"'I, OSTI"<I, FPd 
001001 1,N 










I FIL040, P, 
C' GLFJRC, !PIG, GA"~ 
>>>> SU9'lOUT!NE TO CALCUL4TE GLA~D FORCES. 
IIIPL! CIT Pf AL * 8 ( A - H 1 0 - l I 
CCI''IOI I fLf'l I ~:UH!:ll"lU'~~P~ ~OCY~1 1\(L, 1\GLA 
cru"r~ I P~~PTS I ECYLo E~rD, FYCYL1 FYPOO 
CC~"nN I ~GTVfD I ~(, W~ 
OI'I~NSW•<C!.'I 'ILGNG l1 GF( 8 l1 GLFORCIB l1 Sl 818 l1 NPC( 2 I, 
* R$( S I 1 XI NP'IAX I 1 f\( MLCNG l1 Pll NPI~AX I 
DATA ZF'l.C, PS1 PIZ I 0.100001 O.SDOJ, 1.571428DCC I 
c 




I = NOC Y[ • IN -
;> I= NPCI 1. I + 




I (X, CYI, ROI 1 fiP(, NPI'AX, Pl, 
S, llS, PCONS, SCC"<So CllNS r 
IJ 4*1NPCIIl-ll+1 
DO 100 I =• 1 , 8 
GF ( I 
IJ 
CDI !J 
IJ + l 
10::> CO'I:TINUE 
IFI NPCI 11. NE. NGL GO TO 160 
Gr I 2 I GF I Z l + R HC~ 
GF I 4 I = GF I '• I + ll E TA 
160 CCIH!f<U~ 
CALL MULTI s, GF, GLFr'eC, B , 8 , l I 
IF! IN • ~~.1 I GO Tn 200 
TE~P6 -P5 • Gl. FCP.CI 6 I 
TE~on -PS * GLFCRCI 8 I 
GO TO 300 
200 GLfrRCI 61= TniP(, + f'5 * GLFORCI 7. I 
GL~['r.(( B I= TE,~PB + PS * GLFG°CI 4 I 
300 ( Qr-.T tr;tJC 
GLFrJPC l 6 I = - GLFCRC( 6 I 
GLFCRCI 8 I = -GLFC~C I 8 












GO TO 6~0 
U'1A 
GO TO 600 
G~''A 
SIG'I 
OSQ~T( GLFORCI 6 I u 2 + GLFCRCI 8 
1. 'JO!JC\0 
8 I • roO. ZERO I GO TC 400 
6 I , EO. ZERG I GO TQ ~O() 
GLFOP'l 61 I GLFO~CI R I 
OAUS I G!·"·U I 
GAI-IAl I GA"'A2 
!J.\TA'<I GIIM~l I 
Pl2 
ZEPO 
Gli'O'<CI IIOA~S!Gl.FOP.CIB II 





G''G SIGN • !l"G 
KXY 4 * NGL - 3 
KXZ 4 * NGL -1 
>>»> fEST fQI; 'ltr(Kl!~.G 
IF 1 P • N[ ,f-ILO~lJ I GO TO 710 
JFI CDI r.XY I EO .• Z~RG I GO TO 1.80 
151GNI CJI KXY I I C~BSI COl KXY II 
IF I CUI KXL I • EO • lEP.O ·GO TO 700 
GO TO 6<1CI 
H'J YSIC'Jl t.OOOO::l 
-6-'Hl ZSIG~H COl KXZ l I CABS! CCI KXZ II 
.GO TO 710 
70C Z Sl S 1il I. 00:>00 
710 IF( KITlR.~€.1 I GO TO BOO 
IF I 01 KXY l FQ • U".C l CO TO 720 
YSIGN? CD! KXY l I CABS! CCI KXY ll 
IF I COl K'l!~ I EO , lf~O I GO TO 740 
GO TO 730 
77'J YS!Gf.2 1,000(0 
730 ZS!G!<2 CD! KXZ I I OABSI CCI KXZ II 
GO TO 75) 
740 lSlG'-12 1.00D00 
7~0 AKXY YSIGN1 - YSIGN2 
AKXl lS lGNl - ZS IG'-12 
IF( AKXY.W.7ERO I GO TO 900 
IH Ar.x/.r.(.HPC' I G:l TO 9•JD 
YSIG'-11 YSIGNZ 
lS!GN1 = ZSIGN2 
800 RETUP.N 
900 PPTNT 1000, P 







I I X, CY!, Ito!, (0, t\P'IAX, lollO~C, Pl, RHC(, BETA, 
B4XY, SHXY, B~Xl, SHXZ, ~MAX(Y, NODE(, (' 
(1 4~AXRO, ~~DER, OEXY, O[XZ 
>>» St.IB'UUTINE TO CIILCIJLHE 1\CJAL FORCES. 
I "P Ll CIT R E ~ L * 8 I A - H, C - l I 
(('~-!"'ON I !'LEN I NUI-IO::L,'IIU"'-"• "'O(Yfr ~GL, '-GLA 
LCMMGN I WGTCCN I kPH, W$8 
(O"MON I hGTVFP I kC, WR 
CG"V.CN I Pt<CJr:>TS I fCYL, ER:JO, rYCYl, F~QOO 
D I l'f.l, S! ON RMXY l r<PHAX I, SHXY (t;P"'AX I, •;MX l lf>IPHAX I, SHXZ INPMAX I, 
• NPCI 2 I, API 8 , I 1, CD( nCI\G I, 
• AF( 8 l , XI N~'HX I, Sl 8 , S ), BSI 8 I , DEXYII\PMAXl 
• ,OEXZI llf'~~AX I , P11 1\P>UX I 
CAH P5, ZERO, TI;J I 0.5JO,, o.:lllOO'), 2.000)0 I 
DO 100 J = 1 , NU'~~ 
B~XY( J I ZfRO 
SHXYI J I HQO 
R~lXll J l ZEPO 
SHXl( J l ZERO 
)()0 C 01<TI NliE 
DC 130 IP = 1 , ~U~'-P 
~;P 4 * I I P - 1 I + I 
NJ NP + 2 
OEXYI !PI = CJI NP 
OEXZI IPI COl NJ 








DO I 00') N = I , 
NPC I II 
NPC121 
STIH Cf.LL 
I ( x, 
s. 
CY!, ROI, 'IPC, NP~AX,. Pl, 





= 1 • 8 
AR I I, 1 I 
IJ 
COl IJ 
IJ + 1 
150 CCNTI!iUE 
IF I N PC I I , NE, NGL GO TO 160 
ARIZ , 1 l= AP.( 2, I +PHI)( 
ARI4 , 1 l= AR! 4, I ~ SETA 
160 C ~l l MIJL T I S, AV, f<F, 8 , a , I I 
IFf I> • tlf, l I GO TO 2CO 
BMXY{ Nl -~5 *·'FI '• I 
13'1XZ I •n -f'5 • Ar I 2 I 
2'10 [ OrH l NIJE 
IIMXll 'I 
l111 XV I II 
SHXY I II 
SHXl I ~~ 
1'>1Xll rHJ I" 
ll 'IX Yl 'l+ 1 ) " 
SliXY I lit 11 
SIIX/1 Nt!) ~ 
f\'1rl ( 'l 
" I f.'~ XV I AFI 1 
HI 3 l 
nvxzt fl+ 
1\1-\XY( rl+ 
-AFt 5 l 
tr ( 7 l 
I P5 * H ( 2 
I •· P5 • Ill· ( 4 
l + P 5 * AF I 6 I 







II' I ~.~CI II. Nf. 'ltJ" 0 Ll GO TO 4QO 
f>'IXYI f'.itll= y,;~ • f\ 1HYI II • 1 I 
BI·~Xll '\+II= TliO ~ ll"Hll 1\ + 
lfl N. GT. NCL I G~ TO 700 
A~n~c osor• 1 a~xzl N 
ll'IXYI I< I I 
• RMXZI N I + B'IXY I N I * 
IF I 1\'-!fJ'IC , 
GO TO IJ1J 
/l'lhXCY 
tlOOFC 
GO TO 100C 
hi-IOM~ 
IF I ~M'l'~P 
GO TO 1000 
AI-IAX"-D 
NCJaEI< 
Gl. I~AXCY I GO 10 bOO 
(ISQRT ! e'IXZI II I • eMXZI N I + 0~1XV ( N I * 
BMXYI II I I 
CT. AMAX~D I GO TO 60) 







I I 'ICcfC, I>ODE'l., CYI, RCI, X,P1, P~XY, CC, "tO!iu, 
SH~Y, B~XZ, SHXL, NPNAX, DEXY, OlXZ, RH~(, SfTA, 
A!-1t.Xf.Y, AMAXRO, XC~, XRM, OEFL(, OEFLR, PC, ?II 
I 
c 
>>>> SU6~0UTI~~ TO LCChlE 1Hc POSITION OF MAXIMUM ~CME~TS 
1 !-'P Ll CIT Rf: A L * R I A - H, C - Z I 
crv•w:o~ I PP-JP~S I FCYI., ~PCO, FYCYL, FYROD 
((;fo'.:~QN I WG T v<R I ~. C, O:R 
(C'~"-ILN I tl~'l I 1,11!-IH,"'U!H;f', ~OCYEo 1\GL, "'Glt. 
[ti~I;"ISim~ XI l·:i'I'.\XI, ~-.XYI t;P'1AXIo SHX'tl t-;P,..AXI, !II"Xll ~'"!!X I, 
• SI"Xll t;PI'~X I, DlXYI N;'/"lAX I, D:XZI IW~AX I , 
• Pll ~P~~hX I 
OIKf"<SION COl ~:L81vG lo CTSI '" ~ 1 1 FTSI 4 I, FTP! 41, FTOI .r, I 
CAT~ C'JF, TWO I 1.~0000, 2,')JD01 I 
D~T~ ZE~O I 0.00000 I 
A~AXCY = 0,00000 
A~AX~O = 0.:0000 
IK = NOOEC - I 
~STIF EC"I'L •· C VI 
w we 
1\:TI~~S l:J 
IFI NGDEC. FQ. NGL Nl!T 1 
IF I ~IOOEC. t-.E. NGL NLI T 2 
IC'ITr.L l 
GO TO 400 
301) IK NOiJER - I 
ESTJF ERCO • RDI 
w Wll 
NL IT 2 
IC.'IHL 2 
400 GO 150J I = 1 , NLIT 
rr I !. FO. :>. ~t.D, !Ct·lTPL. EQ. 2 I 1\Tl~FS= 30 
XL<: tl X ( ! K + I I - X I l K l 
XLEt-.7 XL•~ * Xl~N 
Xlff.4 = XL EN2 * XU:N 2 
PHIZ ( Pl( IK I • Xl 0 f~2 I EST!f 
PHI DSOqTI PHIZ I 
PHI4 PHI2 * PH!2 
SPHI OSINI PHI I 
CPHI DC:JSI PHI l 
CCTP'll Cl'ffl I SPHI 
XPH2 XLENZ I PHIZ 
XPII4 = XL :;N'o I PJ-1 4 
HI WI fSTir 
llELC Pill • I Tr.O - H10 " CPH - PHI • SPHI I 
ATE 0 ~1 I n·~r - CPill- Plil • SP~->1 
~TF.Il 'J2 
AT(:-r~r~1 
/1..1 ;:: f} ..,,lf 
CTS! l, l 
Clq I, l 
(T$( [, 3 
<. 1 S I l, '• 
CT5( 2, 1 
CTS( 2, 2 
CTSI 2, 3 
CPPl - ONE 
Sl'ffl - PHI • CPifl 
PHi - SPf'J 
-Piil * S PH! 
XL !:N '" f, ER foil 
- CT:, I l , l I 
XlC'J. f,l(f•fJ2 
- Hi! • !,Tfll~;> 
XL~·~ • f,! o:o.•n 
-C 1 S I 7. , 1 I 
CTS( 7. 4 l XL~N 6 4 T :O'H-!4 
CTS< 3, 1 I CHI 1. 3 I • PHI 
CTSI 3, 2 ) XUN * CTSI 2 . 1 
CTSI 3, 3 I -CHI 3 . l I 
CTSI 3; 4 I CTS I 3 . 2 I 
CTS I '•. 1 I rnt • AT !:R'4l 
CTSI 4, 2 I -r. T S I 2 . 2 I 
crsi '•• 3 I CT Sl 2 ' l I crs 1 4, 4 l -CTSI 2 I 4 I 
00 420 IC T = I ' '• 
00 420 JC T = 1. I, 
CTSI ICT, JCTl = CTSI l CT; JCT l I OELC 







F TS I l 
F TS I 2 
rTSI 3 
FTS I 4 
f TDI l 
flO! 2 
f TDI 3 
FlO( 4 
I r- I IK. E~. 
GO TO -,,71) 
450 FTSI 2 
FTOI 2 
f 101 2 

























W * Xlf'J4 I I TWO * PHl2*l:STIF * OELC 
t;O~iS • DHC I PHI 
KOhS * I TWO• SPHJ - PHI * CPHI - PHI 
: -KO~ S • OELC 
-corwz 
'• '" I IK - 1 
CD! NO-+ l 
CDI ~P + 4 l 
CO I 'lP + 5 I 
CO I 'IP + 8 I 
CO I liP + 3 I 
-COl '·IP + 2 l 
CD! N<> + 7 l 
l -COl NP + 6 I 
NGL. AND. ICNTRL. EO. 2 l GO TO 450 
fTSf 2 I + B~TA 
f-TOI 2 l + RHOC 
= -FiDI 2 l 
FTS, FTP, 4, 4, l I 
FTPI l I + CCN01 
FTPI 2 I + CCN02 
FT PI 3 I + C CN03 
FTPI 4 l + CCN04 
FTD, FTP, 4 1 4 1 1 I 
FTPI 1 I 
FTP( 2 I 
= FT PI 3 l 
= FT PI '• I 
= HP.O 
, r~rr~~s 
X~f:F * XREF 
PHI * X~EF I XLE~ 
OSJril PHIT~P l 
DCfJ'd PHITAP l 
XRfF I XLEN 
X"'l'f2 * XPH2 I EST IF 
W • TWT I H'J 
AXY * SPHIT + HXY" CPHIT + CXV "' OIMEXt 
OX\' • ALCIID 
hXl • SPHIT + BXl * CPI;JT + CXZ " Dl r-:[ X +OXZ 
V~XYI !K l t SHXYI IK J ~ XRFf- t1 " 
XRLF2 /ThO - PI I It: I * I DEH XY - CfXY I IKil 
[l~~Xll !Y. I - ~4XZI IK I * Y.Rff· + 
PI I f K I • f IF I L Y.Z - G£ Xll l K l I 
HI IC"'Hl. <C, 2 I ~::J TO '10.) 
AM,J'IC = OSQ~ T f :, '~XV • _IV~XY + ~ ~Xl * A~Xl I 
lfl ft~~~c • GT, A~~XCY l GO TO ~00 
GO l(l 1200 
0(10 tHIIXCY A14C1'C 
XC'\ XI IK l + >:PEF 
OEFLC OSQ~T f DEHXY * DEFLXY + DEFLXZ * OEFLXZ I 
GO Tl! 1200 
'10.) hl-'0' 00. DSC'lT ( M'XY * .\·MXY. < f.vxz * AI''J:l 
IFI A~O~R • GT, AMAXRO I GO T::J llOC 
GO ·rr. 1:!01' 
ll:l:l 
12('() CCNT!IW!' 





x~ !:F 1 
XPEF 
IK 






= X I I K I + XR EF 
CSORTI OFfLXY • OfFLXY + OEFLXZ* OEFLXZ I 
s X I I K l + X R !:F 
XRFF t XlE~ I HTIMES 
~ !K t 
EQ, 1 I GO TO 3')0 
P11 •no~c 1 
~ P 11 "l!Jl'E R l 
SIJfJRriHP;c STr.r>TR 
I ( r~ ~., , r:oH·\~, •;cc :'ll, ALTJI, HF, STROK, Kl[PAT, C.C 
c: 
C---- >» su·::'.lJLIT I':!; TO CALCUUIH THE REQUIR EO lf"'GTH OF STOP-llJfl~ 
c 
ll'f't!CP q••tt. " e I ~ - ll, 0 - l I c t1 1 '~l'rl I ·~:. j\f- [11-\ I FXI 51, rv 151, F 1, F2, f 3, F4 
rc·~~1~:-~ I S T ,·.,. f\S I CL, p l' S TPT(l 
CC'"'·~·'"lN I r L ~ ~~ I t.l1'-1f' l '':!JV.f\f!' ~.r'JCY( t 1\Gl.' 1-iGLA 
(()1.P·!OP.~ I QP['l I NODE l ( 1 () lo XOR OJ I 1 C I, NCOE 2 ( 10 I, XOP.021101 
r:ATA TWII, t!WH!'<!l I 2.0)1), 1(;0.000'.) I 
c 
C---- >>> INCRtMENT fOR STOP-TUSE LENGTH 
c 
GC I S TROI\ I HUll! OR C 
c 
C---- >>> CALCULATe TCTAL lAT~RAL FORCE 
c 
TF : OABSI Fl I + CABS! 
DO 10') I 1o t<PflB~ 
100 TF TF + O~E\S I FX I II 
DO 110 I l. NRDBR 
110 TF TF • Oh.BS I F VII I 
F : TF I HW 
c 
F 2 I + DABS( 






900 PRJ'NT 91.::1 
~ .LT. ALF .AND. DABS! TETA I ,LT •. ALTt; 
GC = GC + GCI 
GC. - S TROK I TW·J I TWO I 120, 120, 900 
KTERH = 2 
F3 I + DABS( 




Ill, 51 25>1* * • * * EPROR • "' * * "'• I l, 
45HFO~CE ~N~ COOCKEO~ESS ANGLE li~ITS AT 
45HSLIDING CC~~ECTI1N AR( lCC SMALL; 





'•~HSTOP T!JB~ LENGTH B:OCO~ES > STRCKE I 4; 













K::)~-, K[YT, K~YP, P.!C, 
P(~;CQ 1, ~· 1!;(.1<', >.cYST, 
HSC, HS~, f.XlE:\:, C~TR, 
RSS, llRSS 
CHOS, CPP~~. FYRCOT, FY(YLT, 
LFLUID, P, II"Co BMII,Pl,PC,rR, 
f:STR, CSS, NCSS, NPMAX, 
C---- »> Sllll'l~lUT UlE T(l CHECK Tt:E ·~x l"U:-1 STPESSES WITH THE LIHITI"'G 
C ST<~SSE S 
c 
IMPLIC!T PE~l • 6 I A- H, C- Z I 
CC"'rtOr. I C~P<::·P I P[ll, CYl, R'lll, CYll, HSCri, HSCCO, HSCRI, 






D Jl-<;= tl:)! <JN 
~!GTVER I \-:C, 
I :) ,0C'f.C0 
I 3HYrS I 
P11 !<PMAX I 
I~R 
I 
C---- >>> C~LCULATt All STRESSES 
c 
C HO·)P STRESSES 
c 
p~;: PC/ B~II'OAC 
HSC HSCCI .. PRE 
HSC'J t<SCCO • P~<; 
HS~ HRC 
IF LHU!O .ec. LYE S HSR 
HS~O = ZERO 
IF lFLUID • Eo. LYES HSRC 
c 
c lONGlTUDINAL STR~SSES 
c 
t.XTEN = ZERO 
= HSCR l • PPE 
= HSCf<C • PRE 







CST~ = eM~ I CYl 
CST~I = tiMC I C'fl I 
LFLUIO .FQ. lYrs l PP = P~- PP[ o BftRE'~ 
IXQST PR I CARfiR 
RSTR OMR I ~Dl o ftXRST 




= HSCO .. CSTP 
= t<SC • CS1"1 
IF I C.SS'I 
CS'i 
NC>S 
.GT. C.SSI l c;::: TO 20 
C SS I 
2 










l E 1'. r. 
0 
,r,r. lYfS I r;o TO <JO 
:-. HSfJ'J t- qs ~~ 
~ fiSR t- R~TI!l 
1 r p~ ~·) 
~.$ s 
• c; T. R S S i · l G 0 T 0 <.o 






Gl1 TO CIJ 
6~ R5S RSSO 
tii<.SS 1 
9~ CC:'HI NUo 
If I KFYF .NE. 1 I GO TO 500 
If I KFYST .NE. 1 I GO TC 5J3 





STR'IX1 = CI~AXI I CST<>, HS(, CSS I 
ST<l.I<X2 "' C''U1 I PST«, HS~, R SS ) 
ST 0 'Hl .GT, FYCYLT .0'<. STRHX2 • GT, FYRCDT I GO TO 100 
KEYT .EO. 2 I GO TO 400 
C---- >>> CH~~GE THE TRitl LOAD CGRPESPnN01NGLY 
c 
P = P + PI NCR 1 
RETUP.N 
100 I~ KEYP .EO. 2 I G~ TO 200 
I' P - PPlC~l + PINCR2 
KfYT = 2 
P. ETUP N 
c 
C---- >>> ITERhTIVE REFINEMENT SECTION 
c 
200 r I' - rHKR2 
KF Yf' 2 
p p • PltlU2 
KC:YP 2 
50') ~E YF 3 
c 




KWIT, BAR[AC, XCY, XllD, YCM4X, Y~MAX, CHOS, GC, TETA, 




NPHBil, I'.PD!l~, TI1C, CSS, NCSS, J;S$, NRSS, P, EXL 
SUtlRflLITlNE TC' PRINT JILL T11E RF.SULTS 
c 
c 
II'PLICIT REU • 8 ( A - tl, 0 - l I 
COMHCN I FSGf'TF I CPPF::, /.L TH, ALF, FS, LFSTP 
CCMf",CN I GLUFn I F XI~ I, FY 151, F 1, F2, F3, F4 
CO''I:JN I ID I !DCARQI4Cll, NPROB, fP'<C'31l9l, LPRTP 
CCioiHC>; I U'<ITS I unu, LO:>U, l PREU, l~ P..GU 
DATA l':~e, TiiO, H180 I C,ODrO, 2.0000, 180.0000 I 
DATA PI I 3.141592~53539793DCO I 
CATA LD~G I 4HCEG I 
































318 F G'· 'H T 
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lHl, 5X, 36HPROGPAM SACF! - STRESS ANALYSIS OF , 
21HCYllW:lERS I R 0 GULAR I, II, 21 5X, 20A4, I J, I 
5X, 8Hi'R':Bll'" , A4, 11, lX, l':t4 
1/, 5X,35HR[SULTS: CRIT!Ctl LOAD ANALYSIS, I 
II, 5X,44HRESULTS: A~ALYSIS FCR A GIVFN OPERtTING , 
. SHPRESSURt, I 
1/, 5X,45HP~SUL TS: 
6HLE'~GTH, I 
ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE STOP-TUBE , 
/ol4X,25HCRITIC~L LOAD ,1PC10.3, 4X, A4, 
llo14X,25H~AXI~U~ FLUID PRESSURE 1 1P010.3, 4X, A4 1 
I/,[-4X,2~HCRC1K 0 0'lESS A>;GLE rlPD12.5, 2X, Mo I 
lol4X,25HOPEP~TI~G PRESSURE olPOlQ.3, 4X, ~4, 
11,14X o25HL0A[J , 1PC10.3 1 4X, A4, 
11.14X,2~HCP.O:JKfD'IESS A'lGLE s .IPC12,5 0 2X, t4, 
lo 5X,3411REO<JIR!'U lfN(;TH OF STOP-TUBE • 1PD10.3,4X, ~4 
1/, 5X,34HCD•Q~SPO~CING EXTENDED LENGTH • 1P010,3,4X,A4 
1/, 5X,32H 1·cSULTS WITH THIS SiCP--TLIRE ARE:, I I 
1H1o I, ~X, 1•C•<~.r;.'.LYSIS AFTER APPLYING GIVEN FtCTOR C'F , 
lOHSAF[TY rF , F6,], 2X, 2hC>;, 2Xo A4o 2H: , I 
I' l4X ,75t'Ul~O , 1PCl0.3, 4Xo A4, 
11.14X,2';1•FLUin P~ESSU«E ,lPD10,3, 4X, h4, 
1/, l'oX,~51'fRC'JK:0[)'1!'5S ANGLE olPC12.5, 2X, A4, I 
I , 5 X , 9 H C Y l I'~ !I-:?. : , 
//,lOX ,29111-'t.X! ·-:u·• CEFLECTION 
//tlOX,291'''·AX!'-~U~ lCtl~lTlJOIN.\L SlOt'SS= 
llol~X,Z'IHAT t U!ST•~CE FRCM CYL SUP 
l/,lOX,29HFhCT~~ OF SftFETY ON CYL 
/,10X,29H"IIX SlfC:hO· STO.ESS IN CYL 
I.IOX,?4HAT u~x LC~G STRESS ~CI~T 
lr)X, Z!t•A:,D liT "UTO:R SIJQFf.CE 
J')x, 2li'MifJ t.T tt.·,~:R SuRrACE 










/, LOX,2'1HFIIC'f'R r:r ShFETY Ot~ CYL • olPOlO. 3, I 
/,l'JX,l.'ll<l'hX!'·\'W hCOP SnESS It~ CYL = 0 1PDl0.3, 4X, A4, 
1/,!CX,l'll'~~(.'!'>' C'F SIIFETY O~l CYL s .1P010,3, I 
/.JOX,2'JI•f.XI'·L rn;SION PI OVFP ~t.NG = olPOlO. 3, 41., A4, 
I!,!OX,?'II<FhCT•P r•r S.\IETY Otl C.YL • ,lP010,1, 
1/.lOX,Z'IHfNlJ '"TL~CT!CN IN OV 1'H·AIIG = ,1PD10,3, '•Xo A4 l 
1,5X,<JIIP.()I' :, 












J50 F CRMl T 
1 
3o0 FCRMA T 
1 
370 F CRt-~h T 












11,10X,!~~uaxt~u~ LC~~ITUJIN'l Sl~ESS• 0 1P01Q,], 
//,10X,2'>t·.\T A OISU~<CE FRO" CH SUP ,1PD1Q.l, 
1/,lOX,l'ltth'CfJ~ OF S.\HTY fiN ROO ,1PD10.3, 
loX, A4, 
4 X, A4, 
I I 
1.10X,29t•:-!AX S·IEAR STIIESS IN ~00 • ,lPOl0.3, 4X, A4, 
/.lJX.i' 1tliAT '1,\X LCI\G STRESS PCINT I 
/.lOX .2\H•F.\CTC'\ OF SU~TY ON ~oc " , lPDlO. 3, I I 
/.lOX,2'1h~t~Xl'h.l"' HOOI' STRESS IN ROD ,lPOl0.3, 4X, A4, 
//.lOX,29ttFACT·1R OF S~FETY ON ROO .1P010.3, I I 
1Hl, /1, 5X, 29HFQRCES AT Sl!CII\iC CONI\iE(TION:, //, 19, 
23HP!STCrl llE·\RlNGS ISEALSI, oX, 5HFORCE, lo25X, 2HNO, 1 
/, 51 25X, 12, 12)(, 1PC10.3, 2X, A4, II I I 
/, 18X, 20~<POD ilEAR li\CS I Sft,LS I, oX_, 5HFORCE, /, 25X, 2HNO/I 
//8UBHF1- f'JRCE AT PISTCN HEtD FQONT FACE •1P011.3,2H4 
/18X3SHF2- FC~C~ .\T STUFFI~C !OX FRONT FACE •1PD11.3,2XA~ 
I18X3ilHF3- FCKCE AT PISTON HEAC EACK FACE •1PD11.3,2XA4 
//BX3t!ttF4- FOqCE AT STUFFIM; BCX INNER FACE =1P011.3,2XA4 
ltl1Xo33t;(l':RJ FORC::S INDICAH 1\0 CGI\iTACTI , I I 
Ill, lOX, 39HTHET~ EOU~L TO lERO !~PliES CONTINUOUS 
17HCCNIACT AT CLANO. , /, lOX, 
3'HABOVE FORCES CANNOT 6E CALCULATED. 





= Hl80 I PI 
.EQ. LDEG I TETA 
= P I bAREAC 
.NE. 1 I CO TO 540 
TETA * TEMP 
If 
C---- >>> PRINT ILL RESULTS 
c 
c 
PRINT 100, I IOCA~.0111, I= 1, 40 I 
P~I~~T 110, fiPROB, I !P'lC'dlll, I • 1 1 19 
GO TO I 510, ~70, 530 I, LP:np 
5 10 PRirH 120 
PRIIH 150, P, LOOU, PRE, LPREU, TETA, L~NGU 
CO TO 550 
520 PRINT 130 
Pnl'iT loO, OPPRE, LPR(U, P, LO::lU, Tr-TA, LANGU 
CG TO 550 
:>JO PRI"H 140 
PRI~T tao, GC, lNTU, FXL, L~TU 
PRINT 150, P, LODU, OPPRE, LPPEU, TETA, LANGU 
C:J TO 550 
~·'•0 PkllH 250, FS, lFSTP 
PRINT 260, P, LCDU, PRE, LPREU, TC:TA, UNGl.l 
c---- >>> CALCUL~TE lHE fACIO~ CF SAFETY'S U~ MAXIMUM ST~ESSES WITH 
LIMITING STRFSStS A~O PRI~T r 
c 
~SO FC$1' FYCYLT I CSTR 
f'RINT 3·)0, YCMAX, l~HU, CSTR, LI'PEU, XCV, LNTU 1 FCSF 
~CSF = fYCYLT I CS$ 
CSS = CSS I 1~0 
PRINT 312, CSS, LPPEU 
IF I I'.C:SS .F.Q, l I PRINT 314 
II I NCSS .tO. 2 I PKINT Jib 
PRJIIT 311J, FCSF . 
FCSF • ~YCYLT I H5C 
PPI'H )2), ttSC, LPP·EU, rCSF 
I< I G•)S .G!', lfRQ I GO TO ~oO 
fCSF FYCYLT I hXTEN 
ENiJOf HIC * CHOS 
Plllf<T 32-~. AX TEN, I rRfU, f C SF, (NO[)F, LNTU 
!>oO ffSF Of<GOT I RSTR 
PRINT 31J, Y'l'IAX, L'HLI, RSTR, LP?.EU, XRC, LNTU, FCSF 
I~ I HSR .EQ. lfRO I G(l TO 570 
FCSF FY~OOT I RSS 
PSS = PSS I T~O 
PRINT 342, 'l.SS, L PREU 
IF I NRSS .EU. 1 I PRINT 314 
IF I NRSS .EO. 2 I PRl~T 316 
PRINT 3'oil, FCSF 
fCSF " FY~OOT I HSR 
PRI~T 3~0, HSR, LPaEU, FCSF 
570 PRINT 360 
PRI'H 370, I, FXIII, LODU, = 1, t1PH8R I 
PRltH 3tl0 
PRINT 370, !, FYI II, LODU, = 1, NRCRP I 
PPtrH 390, Fl, LODU, F2, LODU, F3, LODU, F4, LOOU 






J~f.(L~!'i !-o."i:..f I - ST~ESS :.:~o.'.LYS!S Of ltY('f.".LILlC CYL1'~0(RS, 
N. R.AVI Sh1.h~A'= rx.u1Ptr ritfHH.[~S 
C00£0 [t. NPV£ "t~£:11 l l<J lit 
I-W81 f~ 
SCLIO ~30, KOt<IZCt,ILl CYIINO[R, CP.ITIC.'.l l060 4NALYSI~ 
IAt>LE 1: (C!jl'lOl CAH 
fR:lt<U~ HPE • I- CRili.Cn lOAD t.r>ALYSIS t A>!HYSIS f(k A HCTCREO LOS.(I 
TABlES PEIAI~EO FPC~ P~EVICUS P•ODlEH 
z 3 4 b 
NO ~Efr OPIIO~S EXERCISED 
tABLE 2: U'<l TS Of KtASUKEIIFNT 
LOAi> PRFiSUPE 
INCH ~IVS KSI RAD 
1/.CL( 3: CYLI~DfP OI~ENSIONS 
lE .. ~TtiS: 
SHii~E PIST~N tilAD SlUFFING BCX fND PL~ TE ~lt<Gt Dl ST. 
1.7800:10+00 c.o 
CYL l,.DER POD n lf.tro= n STU> lUHE 
~.29060Dt-Ol o.o 
CYL, OUTER en. tWIER PCO OUTER Ri)O INNER 
).5030CIJtC(' J.07000flt00 Z.QOJ0Dfi<CO o.o SCLIO ~liD 
en. Pll\ • r(IO PlN.* riSIQ~ HLIO ~ STUF, eox ~ 
~-~~JOOD-0.1 ~.')Q?,lJil·-03 ?.'•·;~~~t>•C·j 2,C52:COtOO 










PISTON IIEAO il STu•. SOX il 
o.o 0. 0 
Iii ZERO, OTH~R GPliUil IS INPUT! 
HOLE ~: 8EARI!lGS AND SEAlS 
PIS TOt~ IIEAkiNGS: 
l A l e 
WIDTH THI(~'IfSS YDU'lCS IIODULUS STlff~ESS 
5.300000-01 3,7250;)[)-()( 1. ~orooo • c~ o.o 
1. OOOOOU+OO 3.815~~:>-01 ~.OO!!OOOtCZ o.o 
POD bEARINGS: 
A A A ~ 
WIDTtt Tttlt~NESS YllUI<CS Hl'DULUS STIHNE SS 








lA IS USED TO CALCULATE 8- HEI.CE, EITHR A OR B IS It/PUT 
ZERO'S ABOVE lttDICtH TII~T TI<EY ARE ~CT lltPUll 
TABLE 5: liE ICtUS A~D MATER tAl P~CPE<T I ES 
HICIITS OF PARIS: 
t Yl HtOfR POD PISTON HEAD STUFFI~G ROX 
IP(R U~IT LENGTH! 
z.~ooooo-03 ~.151l00-03 l.717C00-02 
I'AHRIAL pqQPfRTttS: 
YOU~CS MODULUS YIELD SHESS 
C YLI NOE R P.CO (YLI~UER RCD 
2.900000+04 2.900000•0~ 7, 50HOO •01 ~.050C01Jt01 
TABLlb: INCLlti•TIC~,~RICTICN 
C Yt. I' tileR H.CL Hi A I Ia~ 
rRICTIC~ CO~FFitlf~TS 
CDEFFIClfNT,FALTOR OF SA~TEYo 
o.o 







TA@LEI: STATION DATA 
&uroorn c~ 





TABlf8: FIXITY CCNnlliO~S.ECCf~TRI(ITY"Of lOA~INC 
NODE FIXITY ALO% PlA~t ECCENTRICITY ALO•rG 







AX Ill lOAD 0 IS TR lOUT ICN IS UN I FOR~. 









PR(GRA~ SACFI - SlP~SS ANALYSIS (• CYLIHOERS .1 R(GUlAR 
N, RAVI 511t!<I':U £U~IPLE PRQglrHS 
COO[ 0 C~ I<IJV[IIK{R I 19 IH 
SOliD ROO, HORilC~TAl CYli~UER, CRITICAl LOAD A~·LYSIS 
RESULTS: CRITICAL LOAD A.'<AlYSIS 
CRITICAl LOt.O 2.S820+01 KIPS 
MUIMU!ot HIIJO PR~SSU~E: 3,6050+0" ICSI 
CROOKEDNESS ANGlE },~55580-05 RAO 
~lXIMU:-1 DEflECT IG'I 7,6~60-01 INCH 
~AXJMU~ lCNGITUOINtl STRESS• l.ll90t0l KSI 
AT A OISTUICE f~CM CYL SUP • 5.3750+01 I~(H 
FACTOR OF S1FETY CN CYl 5 .6!70+00 
~~X SH~ AR ST~EH IN CYL I. 8000+01 KS I 
AT ~AX l<:'I;G STRESS P(11~T 
•~o 111 IJ,Nl R SURF At( 
FACTOP. OF SAf~fY ON CYL 2.06~0•00 
'HIMU.~ HOOP STRESS IN CYL 2.~610•01 1\S I 
f~CTOR OF SAFETY ON tYL ).0't70•00 
ROO 
MAXIMU• OffL~tT ICN 6.2080-01 I~CH 
~AXIMUII lCNC.ITUUNAl STHSS= ~.O~bOtOl KSI 
ll A OISTAOCf. FJ=f,.. C:Yt_ SUP ~.CJ4P.0f0l p;cu 
HC TOR ()f" S~f FH n: ~00 l.QOIIHOO 
w 
FO~CE S AT SLIDING COMlfCT I 0~: 
PISICN BEAR 1 ~GS CSFALSI FORCE 
NO 
6. 4'570• 00 KIPS 
2 2. 3330-01 KIPS 
ROO 8f I.R I f..(.S !SEALS I FORCf 
t•o 
6.6850•00 KIPS 
fl- rCQCE AT PIS T()l I'EAO FRC"T FACE· • o.o 1\1 PS 
F2- FORCE AT STUff II•G BOX FPO>IT FACE • o.o KIPS 
F3- FOR(.( AT P1Slf"4 IlEAC fltCK FACE o.o KIPS 
F4- FORCr H S Tllf· fl ~(, I•CX INr;ER FACE • o.o KIPS 
IHRO FOPC~S I~OICllf ~0 CONTACT! 
PP(Goa,. SACfl - SIR[SS ANUYSIS .OF IIYllRAULlC OLI~!)[RS, 
N. ftAVI S>AN•~• EXIKPLE rR~Blf~S 
tO~ED C~ hOVE~dER I 197~ 
PRC<L[" 
IIJLLO• RaO>,VfRTICAL CYLI~DLR,E(((NTRICflY ALOI<G X AIW Y AXES 
TABLE 1: CCNHOL DATA 
PROCLE·~ TYPE • I - (O!TJCIL LOAD AN~LYSIS t L'iALYSIS FCR A I'ICTCREO lOAD 
HAl ( 1: 
TA8L E 3: 
TABLES RElAIN£0 FRO" PPEVICUS PROGLE• 
2 
ltE£P 
3 .. '5 6 
KfEP KEEP 

















en. Plh • 
PISTCN llfAO SJUrFING 80X 
I.IBCOJO+OO 5.1>7 500IJ-Cl 
HT UIOED 
5.27B0Dt01 l.OSt'l90+C.2 
CYl • TllNE ~ ROO OUT[R 
3.020000+00 
P.OO Plr< • 




l.SDOCCDtOO HCI.LC>< ROD 
WITh fLUID 
S.000000-01 ~.OJ001D-OI 2,'l'l5COO+C~ 1.052CCO+CO 




SlUffltiG BOX PISIOh 11(~0 ii 
ROO 
AIIO 
STUF. BOX ~ 
o.o o.o o.o 
Iii lERO, ~~k~R OPTION IS INPUTI 
1A8L E ~: 8EtRINGS A~ SEALS 
PIHO" BE A It IIIGS: 
A 
- A B IIIOTH THICK~ESS YO!mGS. "'JOULUS STiffNESS 
5.3CN>OO-Ol ).7250):1-01 1. 500DOO+C~ o.o 
I. DOJOOO+OO J.Bl~OJD-0! ~. OOJCOO •~2 o.o 
~CD BEAitltlGS: 
A A A c WIDTH ltliCKN~SS YC!mGS H00ULUS STIFrNESS 





0 IS T t.NCE FPOM 
eACK fA(E 
1.06ZOOO+OO 
lA IS US~[I TD ClLCliLATE 8 - Hfi<CE, EIT~ER A OR B IS INPUT 
ZERO'S ABOVE INDICATE THAT THEY APE NCT INPUTI 
TAULE 5: IJEIGHTS l!ill MATfAIAL PROPERTIES 
kEIGIITS ()F PA~H: 
C Yll ~0[ R ROD 
IPER UNIT LE~~ollll 
PISTON lf,fAO STUFfiNG BOX 
).OOOJJ0-03 ~-l57000-C3 1.777COD-02 
~ITERIAL PPOP<RTIES; 
YOUMiS MODULUS 
CYLI'IQ( R ROO 
Y!HO STRFSS 
CYliiiOlR RCO 
z.. 9000:>11• 0~ 7.50000UtC1 4.0o0CCO•Ol 
lt.OLE6: ll<CLINATIPI,fP.ItTI011 ((J(friCIE'iT,fACTO< GF SAFlEY, 
CYliNDER I'<CLII{ATIU•I I,)Q7Dt0() 
fRICTIC':I tOefl I Clff;TS 
C YL IUOfR ff..IO ().0 
qoo Ellu o.v 
....... _, 
tTl 
tAELf1: ~TITirN DATA 
AU10•1PT I 0~ 
HU~BER CF ELE~t~'' 
CYLINO~R 
~OD 
TtBLEs: FIXITY CO~Illllltc'lS,HCO;t.~J.CllY·N lO~DI!<G 
NODE FIXITY AlG'IG FlANE ECCE"lRICITY ALONG 









AXIAl LC10 OISTRIBUTICN IS U'HFO!U\ 









PPCGPA~ SACFI - ST~eSS ANllYSIS OF CYIINOEOS I R[Cl.LlR 
N. ~AVI Stt4'.~AR [Xli'PLE PRClll£1\S 
COOED CN NOVE~BER I 1?7d 
IICLLOW ROO,VE~TICAI CYLINOERoECCEIIT"RICITY ALONG X ANDY HES 
RE~~L TS: CRITICAL lOAD ANAlYSIS 
CRITICAL LOAD 1.~030•01 nPS 
1\lXIIIUII FLUID PRESSURE • 1.9590•00 KSI 
1.7q8710-0S RAO 
CYLII\O[R: 
I'AXIIIUII t.HLEtTICN ~.6070-01 II.:CII 
~AXjiiU~ LON~ITUCI~Al STRESS• 6.7BZO•OO KSI 
AT A DISTANCE FROII CYL SUP • 5.3150•01 INCH 
FACTOR OF SAFET\ (N CVL 1.1060•01 
II AX SH~AR HRFSS Ill CYL q,6HD+OO KSI 
n IIAK ·LUNG STRESS POINT 
A~D AT H:NE~ SUP.HC~ 
FACTOR OF SAFETY 0~ CYL 3.900D•OO 
I'AXIIIUM HOOP STHSS IN CYL • 1.3380+01 KSI 
FAt lOP. OF SlrElY ON en 5 .lo071HOO · 
qoo 
I'AXIIIU!-1 DEFLECTIO~ 6.q48D-Ol INCH 
~AXlMUM LCNGITUCIML ST~E SS• 3.5440+01 KSI 
H A DISTANCE HC~ CYL SUP • 7.3100•01 INCii 
FACTOR OF SAFETY CN ROD 1.14)0+00 
I' AX S'iE/,R SIRfSS ltl < 00 .z .OHD+OI KS I 
AT '-\11. X' L(•NG STRf!iS POPH 
~t;C AT OUlfR SUPFACE 
flC lOR Of SHFT Y Ct< ROO 1.0010•00 
I'AXIMU'I IIOOP STRHS IN ROO • 6.'1SI·C+OO K S I 
fl- FO~CE AT PI>T"t"' 11fAO FRONT FACE - o.o KIPS 
F 2- FORCE AT STUFFII<G HOX FRONT FACE . o.o KIPS 
FJ- FORCE AT PISIC" 11EAD aACK I ~C E 0.0 KIPS 
t4- FORCE AT S!Uffi~C BO~ I Nr-i£1l. FACE • o.o Kl PS 
IZERO FORCES I~OICATE ~0 CO~l&CTI 
PITGP'" SAf.rl - SHFH A~ALY~JS llt' I•YOPAliLIC CYLI~HJfRS, 
N. kA\'1 Si•.H-.~<AP: (XIIHi-'lE PROul(HS 
COilcll (II I<OVE'I!\E < I 1976 
HCllOW ~00 ,l~tll~EO AT )~, ECC(RTRICITY AT INTERIOR NODE 
lt;PIJT CltU 
TABLE 1: tOfiHOl DlTl 
P~OBlEH TYP[ • 1- CRITiftl l0.\0 ANALYSIS L A'lALYSIS F[R A fi.CTCREll lOAD 
TABLE z: 
TABLES ~flAINED fFQ~ PR(VICUS PROBLEM 
2 3 4 . 5 
~EEP KEEP KEEP 
UNITS Of MflSU~~HfhT 
6 1 
KEEP 
l ENG Til lOAD PRESSURE ANGUU~ 
INCH KIPS OH 
URI E 3: CYLINOEF OIHENSION5 
LE!IGTHS: 
S T P.J~E PISTON tt<AO STUff IIIG DOX 
5,0010~:>+0 I 1.7BC0)0t00 5. 62 5~oo -c 1 
CYliNDH ROO EXHtiOED 
5. 29060[)101 5.H8300+01 LOSI>69D<CZ 
Dll~ETERS: 
en. OUTER tYL. I 'l'I~P ROO OUTCR 
3.500000•CO ).0200):>•00 2. 000000 + CJ 
en. PIN • P.OO rl~~ t PISTO'I HEAt OJ 
~.OC0000-01 S,O')OG?O-nl z,q'J5C?IJ+CO 
t• ZERO, THE EIID IS FIXEDI I~ Z ERIJ, OH(q 





l,!iOOf';ODtOO HfLLQw ROO 
w llll fLU I 0 
STU~. ecx OJ 
2, 0520CD+CO 




STUffiNG OOX PISTON H:AO i 
ROll 
ANO 
STllf, FOX i 
o.o o.o o.o 
li ZERO, OTHER OPTIO" IS I~PliTl 
lABl E 4: FEA~lNGS ANO SEALS 
PISTO'I S~ARI~GS: 
A A A r 
w!OTH THI Ct<NE SS YOUiiGS MODULUS . STIFfNESS 
5,)00?00-01 3. 1Z 5o:m-o 1 1. 50COCD +C4 o.o 
I.OOOJOOtuO 3.81500D-OI ~, OOJGOOtOZ o.o 
~co BEARINGS: 
A A A p 
WIDtH THICMl£SS YOU!IGS IIOOULUS ST I Fr~E SS 








U IS US~O TO CLLCULATE 8 - It[ liCE, EIHER A OP 8 IS INPUT 
ZERO'S ABOVE INDICATE THAT T~EY ARE ~01 INPUT! 
TAGlE 5: WEIGHTS AND HATEPIAl PRCPERTI(S 
hEil>lllS (lf PARTS: 
C YL I >IDE R ROD PISTON ~!AD STUfflhG BOX 
!PER UNIT LE~GTHI 
2.400000-03 3.0000JD-03 4.15/0~D-03 1.777CCD-07 
~-TERI~L PROPERTIES: 
YOU~'GS ~OCULUS Yl £LD STRESS 
C YLI ~0[ R ROO CYLINDE' RCO 
2. 90000[). 04 2 .90000D+04 1, ~OOOOD+Cl 4, 050 ~ )[ll? I 
1A6L[b: IIIClii\/,TIC«,HlCTICr; COfFflCIE"T,fACTOR OF SAtlEYt 
CH!N:JiR I'ICliNt.TIO"< 3.0000•01 
UICIJCII COcH I[ u:rns 
CYllfiDER PHl L,!'JDf\-01 




Tl6lEl: ~T!fi(N P~Tj 
AU!O:)PTION 
NU~BER OF ElE~FNIS 
C.Ylii'<C'<R 
ROO 
TAnL£8: fir. lTV CI'~OITIC'<S,fCCENTR.ICI TY OF LOhDIIIG 
r<DOE FIXITY Al~'IG PlANE ECCENTRICITY ALO"'G 









AXIAl LO~D DISTRiftUTION IS V~IFOR~ 












PR(\f,tl.'>l S>Cfl - STkl SS AMlYSIS OF CYli~CtkS I REGULhR 
N, UVI SI".M4• EX~~Plf PROBLP<S 
CODED CN NOVE~~(R 1 1~18 
PR.O~l ~M 
IIOllOw RO:l ,lt;CLlt.ro .\T 30, ECC£NTRICITY AT INTERIOR NODE 
RES~LTS: C.RITICAl lOAU ~NAlYSIS 
CRIT!CI·l lOAD 1.0030t0l KIPS 
HhKIKUH flUID rRcSSURE • l.4000t00 K$1 
CR(10KEONC SS M<Glf 1.3502!0-03 OEG 
tYliNOEI<: 
ROO 
"AXIHU~ OEFlECl ICN 7,8CID-Ol '"(ll 
~H!HUM LCtlG!TlJO!r-:AL SUESS• l.0340t0l KSI 
AT A OISTANC.E H014 CYl SUP • 5.3750+01 lr>Ct! 
F~CTOR OF SAICTV r~ CYL 
lUX SIIE~q HOESS I'< CYL 
AT KAX LON~ S!RfSS POINT 
A~D AT OUHR SUkf-AC E 
fftCTOR OF SAFfTY CN CYL 
I'AXIHU~I IIOOP SHESS IN CYL 
FJCTO~ OF HFETY ON CYL 
I'AXIMUM OEFL fC T IC'N 
. 
HXI"-UM LrNGI TUOl N~l SHCSS• 
AT A OISlANCE FPO~ CYl SUP • 
HCTOR OF SAFfTY CN ~00 
MU S•IF.I,~ STOfSS IN F:O!J 
lll 1<.\X LOIHi Sl"I·S> f•OI'<I " 






1,8MO-OI I NtH 
3.t.B•D•01 K S I 
5.4)40•01 INCtl 
!,oq<Jo•o.o 
2.0220t01 K S l 
1.0010+00 
~AXI~~M HOOP SfP[SS IN ROll ~ 5.~000t00 KSI 
..... ..... 
\.0 
f/Clllrt Ot- S4i tl"f (1. FCJ ~.lGCI>•OO 
ro-.ces u SliOlNG CC~N~CTICN: 




ROO IIEARl~GS !SEALS I FCRCE 
1<0 
4,5590+00 
Fl- fO~CE .T PISTCN HEAD FRr.NT FACE 0.0 
F2- fORCE AT STUFFIW.. eox FPmll FACE • 0.0 
fl- f!l~C( Al PISHII HHO 6ACK FACE Q,Q 
f4- FQq(E AT STUFFI~G SOX IN~ER fACE • Q.O 










PROcPJl< H'fl ~STRESS A'HlYSIS P.f IIYDRAULIC CYli!:D(RS, 
N. HVI SI<UKAO. fXA~Pl f PRO~LF~S 
cco=o CN NJVE~ftfR I 1978 
P~ODltl'l 
A~ltYSIS FOR CRITICAl PRESSU~~·ZKSI, SElf QPTION 
INPLT CATA: 
fl.lllE 1: 
rROOlEH lYPf • 2 - A~ALYSIS FOR A PARTICULAR PRESSURE 
U6lfS ~ETAIN~O FRC~ PkFVICUS PI\08L E• 
2 ) ~ 5 lo 1 
KEFP KEEP 
TASLE zi UNITS Of "E ASUR.EI<EIIT 
lENGTH LOAD PRESSUP.E 
lr.CH IU PS RAO 






STUff lNG COX 
o.o 
nt AR lUGS AND 
CH INOEO. 
AI',D 
PISTON HfAO il 
ROO 
ANO 
STUF. BOX il 
o.o o.o 
Iii HPO, OTHER OPTIOI'f IS INPUTI 
stAlS 
PISTON ~EARINGS: 
4 A A e D I STANCE rR!'Jr.: 
WID Til THICKNESS YCUtiGS HODlllUS sr 1 Fr r;ESS BACK fACE 
~. 3DlOOD-OI 3.12 ~QOU-CJ I 1.5DOOJ"•C4 o.o 1.515000+00 
I, OOOJOO+OO 3.a! 50·)0-01 4. 00000:> +02 o.o 7.500000-01 
PCO 6~.\P.I t;c;S: 
A A 4 e 0 I ST LNC E fAO>I 
>I(OTH THICKNESS YOUNGS MODULUS STIFFNESS 61\CK FACE 
I.C0900D•OO 1.250000-01 J, 500000 •C'• o.o J.o<zooo•oo 
lA IS US£0 TO CAlr.Ut ATE e - HENCE, Ell HR A OR 8 IS INPUT 
ZERO'S ABOVE INDICATE Ttito T T"EY A~E ~01 INPUT I 
5: WEICttH AND KATEKIAL PROPEPTl ES 
LfNCTttS: HIGIIlS OF P.\P.TS: 
STROKE 





3, 500000 •t:.'O 
en. PI~ • 













~00 II.NI R 
o.o 
POO PIN* PJSTO'l II~AC ii STUF. PCX il 
5.0?0~:>0-01 S.oooa.)0-01 2.99SC!l!H0·1 2.0S2{COt~O 
l<lt!GE 0 I ST. 
o.o 
SCLI 0 ROO 
(o lfRQ, TH( fifO tS FIXEOI 101 lE~O, OTn<R UPTION IS JriPUTI 
CYliNDER kOD PISTON ttEAO STUFFI~G rex 
IPER UP<ti LE~Glttl 
2.~00000-0) 3.000000-03 4.15DOD-03 1. 7 71 C00-02 
~ATERIAL PROPER Tl ES: 
YIJUI.GS !<OOUlUS YIELD STRf?S S 
CYLIIIOI:R POO C Yl PmER RCO 
2. 90~000• C4 Z. 900<J')Ot-Qt, J, 500000 • Cl 4.0~0CC04;)l 
TAULE6: l~CllllAT(Cq,fAICTION CCEFFttiENT,FACTQR Cf SAflEY, 
OtlrnEq 11\Ct.P:Lll(ltl 0,0 
FRICTIO~ COEFfiCIFNlS 
C YLIIIOEr tN'J O. 0 
ROO (HO 0,•) 
__, 
N __, 








NU~~ER OF EL[~(NTS 














HBlfS: FIX! TY CC'IOI TIO'IS,ECCf~TRifl lY OF lu4DINC 
NCDE FIXITY AlOI,C PlAhE ECC[NTOICJTY HC>IG 







AXIAL lOAD DISTRI8UTICN IS U~IFORM 









N. ~AVI SHA'<<~R 
cnoro "'' >;OVE "DE R 
fXA•PL[ PRDBlfHS 
1478 
ANALYSIS FO~ CRITICIL PRES5URE•2K51o SELF OPTIJN 










"AXIHUH OfFLECTICN 2.~ 300-01 
AT A DISTA~CE fROM CYL SUP • 5.3150t01 
ftC TOR Of SlF ET I CN C YL 
"IX SHC~R STP,ESS IN Cll 
AT H•X l[·t<G SlR.fSS POI'lT 
AhO AT IN~E~ SURFACE 







~~XIMU'< IIOOP STRESS II< CYL c lo3660t01 KSI 
fA(TO~ OF Slf~TY CN CYL 
I<J.XI'IU>I UEFLECTICN 2.4410-01 INCtl 
H~XIMU~ LCNGITUCI'l.\l ST•ESS• 1.40Wt01 KSI 
AT A DISHNCE HCP CYL SUP • 5.4370+01 INCH 




fORCES AT SLIDINC COhNCCTICN: 
PJSTC"N 6[HJ"GS IS[AlSI fORCE 
NO 
2.0l20t00 Kif'S 
z 1. 34£0-02 Kl PS 
ROD OEHINGS IHALSI FORCE 
~0 
2.1060•0l Kl PS 
fl- FORCl .u PISTCN HEAD HCt;T ~~CE o.o KIPS 
f2- FORCE AT STUFFI~G ~OX t~r~T FACE o.o KIPS 
fl- fORCF AT PISTCN IIE~O BACK fACE o.o KIPS 
H- fORCE AT STUFF!l>G 6CX ft.~EO FACE 
llERO FOR[.ES l~UIC~T~ ~0 C~~IACII 
o.o KIPS 
PAOGflAN SACFI- STR!SS ANALYSIS OF htDRAULlC CYLI~O£RS. 
H. Ravt S~INK~Q [XAHPL£ PROBlEMS 
COUED OH NOVENO(A 1 197i 
lhALYSlS FOR OETER~IUATION OF $TOP 1U8E l[~CTH ~ETRlC U~JTS 
JHPUf DlT.U 
TABLE 11 CONTROL DATA 
PROftL£K JJPE a 3 - lUlLYSIS 10 OETCAMINE 5U!1.8LE STOP-tUBE l~NGTH 
TABLES RETAINED FR.OM PRC:VlOUS PW:OULEH 
2 
NO KEEP OPTIONS EXERCISED 
J AULE 21 UNITS OF REASVREMENT 
LENGTH LOAD PRESSURE AflGULI·R 
CM KCS KGSC RAD 
1 USLE J,a 
LChG1fiSI 
STIIOXE PiSTON HElD SlUffiNG BOX ENO Pl£l( lUNGE OlSl 
'•500000t00 l.t2575D·+OO 2.-2&600-D+OO o.o 
CfLINI>ER ROO UHNOEO STOP TVBE 
THESE NOT INPUT BECAUSE STOP TUDE LENGTH ANALYSTS IS ASKED 
OIA.KEIERSI 
CTL• OOlfR CYL• IHNER ROO OUTER ROD J_ t4N( R 
CS.89000J) .. OO r.61oooo•o~ 5.ooooootoo o.o ~OLID ROO 
CYL. PIH • ROO PIN o PISTON ~EAO i Sluf. BOX a 
J.270000t00 t.210000t00 7.~0730D•OO ~.212080t00 







SIUffUG a ox 
o.o 







IIJP l H 
(YLlfiDEA: ROD 
AMI> ••o 
fiiSlO,. hEIO a SlUF. oox Q 
o.o o.o 
u ZERO• OHlER OPliON 15 INPUf) 
SEILS 
• 
1'HJCICNESS 10UN~S MODULUS STIFFNESS 
t.SOOOOD-01 1.000000t06 0.0 
9.500000-0l 2.8200CD+O• 0.0 
• 
.fllf(t:.NES-.$ YOVI'IIGS ~UOULU5 ST!Fr f~CSS 
3o 000000-0 l t.oooooo•o6 o.o 
OISlt.NCF Frw· 






CA ts· USED TO CJLCULAIE I - HiHC£t flTHEA A 0~ u IS t~PUT 
ZERO'S AOOYE INOJC.IE TltAl IHEY ARE NOl tNPUf) 
1 ABU.: Sr WEIGHTS INO HlTCRlll PROPEATIES 
CYLlNO[R ROD PISJO~ HEAD SlUFFING OOX 
fPER UMIT ~ENG1HJ 
1.125000>00 l~t9!.000Dt00 e.30000D•Oo 
"ATERill PROPEATlESr 
YOU~GS MODUlUS YIELD 51 ;tESS 
CYLUOER ROD C YL 1 N'OER ROD 
2.100000+06 6.00000~+03 4.000000+0) 
IA6LE6& I~CLIIIAtlO"•FRfCTION COEFFJtiCNTtfACTOR OF SAFTEY 1 
CY~!U~[M JNtllN-liON o.o 
rRICTJOH COtfrlCitHrS 
CYLlNO(" £NO 0.0 
ROI> ENO 0.0 
JAnLE71 SJATION DAIA. 
AUfOOPJlON 
NUMOCR Of [L(~(HIS 
CYLlNDt.A: 
ROO 
1-0LEIJ fiKJfY CO~OJfJONSt£CCENtRICITY Of LOADING 
~ODE Fl~llY ALO~G Pl.A~E ECCENTRitllY ALONG 









AXIAL (OlD OISTRtBUtiOH IS UNifORM 










Ai~DWA8lE CROOKCONESS ~NGL[ J.SOOOOD-05 AT GLAND 
ALLOWA8L[ lDJIL LAJERAL FURC[ a ).~OOOOP+OJ ON OCAMJNG5 
PROC.Uit SACFJ - SIRH~ ANALYSIS OF CYLINO£U~ I REGULAR 
N. RIVI SK~NKAR (IAMPLE PAOnLt"S 
CDDEO ON NOVfM~ER l 1911 
5 
ANALYSIS FOR OETERitlNATJON OF STOP TUBE LC~C.TH METRIC UNITS 
RESULTS I ANALYSIS TO OETEQMINE SIOr-TuOE LENGTH 
R£0UJR£D LENC.TK OF STOP-TUBE s.oaoo•oo Cll 
CORRESPONDING EXIEHOED LENGTH 2.679Dt02 CK 
RESULTS tUTH IHIS STOP-TUOE &REI 
CRJIJCAL LOAD 9a24-lO•Ol ltGS 
ftAX.J MUM FL Ut D PI<ESSUR~ . 2.0000+02 ltGSC 
CRDOo<EONESS ANGLE 3·1~9000-05 RAD 
CTLJNDERI 
ROD 
KAXJMUM U(FLECTION 2.6 .. 90+00 Cll 
MAXl"V" LONGifUDJHAL SIR~S5z le2tiD+Ol KGSC 
AT A OISTAN'E FROM CYL SUP • le3410t02 CH 
MAX SHCAR SfRESS IN tYL 
t.f MAX LOPIG .STRESS PUINJ 
AND If ~~~ER SURFACE 




MAXIKUM HOOP StRtSS iN CYL • 1.365D+Ol KGSC 
FACTOR OF SAFETY ON CYL "· .]960+00 
IU.KIMVM OCFLECTION 2e676Dt00 tt1 
K&IIMU" LDHGIT~DINAL SIRFSSz Je6l8bt0l ~G5C 
At A OJSIANC£ FRO~ CYL SU~ c le40l0t~2 CH 
FACTOR or ~Af~TY ON ROO le0990t00 




PISTON bE.&.Qil,G.S 15EllSJ 
NO 
2 






FORCE lT PISfON HEAD FRONJ FACE o.o 
FORCE n STUFFl~G &OX FRONT FACE a o.o 
rOI<CE AT PISTON IIllO SACK FACE o.o 
F•- FORCE AT STUFF U;~ 80l INkER FACE . o. 0 







PROGRAM SALFl- STR~SS ANALYSIS OF HYDRAULIC CYLI~OERS, .. 
•• ~A¥1 S~A"K&q fXA"PL( PROSL£KS 
COOFD ON ·NOV(P.:UC~ l 197a 
6 
~£RTlCAL LlfT CY~lHOER 
thr..,t DATAl 
IA&l£ 11 tO NTROL D.AT A 
PR0DL£N trP( • l - CRltiCiL LOAD ANALYSIS t ANALYSIS FOR A F&CTOREO LU&D 
2 l • . 5 6 7 
ND KEEP OPTIONS [XENClSED 
IA&LE 21 UNJTS OF t\EASURE~lNT 
'LENGTH LDAO AICGUl.IR 
INCH UPS kSI 
llliLE 3J CYLINDER DIMENSIONS 
LE,_,GIHSa 
STROH PISTON HfAO SIUffJHG BOX EHO PLA f£ HINGE OISI. 
s.oooooo•ot 1·100000+00 9e00000D-C1 o.o 
CrLIHDER ROO [IHHOfO STOP TUfi( 
5.290~00+01 S.27030Dt0l t.05ti8l!0+02 o.o 
PIA"ETERSI 
CYL • OUTER CTLo INN[ R RCD OUTER MOD lhliER 
3.500000+00 l.02000D•OO 2.000000+00 o.o SOLIU AOD 
en. rrH . ROO PIN . PIStON HCI.O a STUF • DOX a 







CYL lt.OE R 
~ ... () 




sruF. oox ~ 
o.o 
ti HRO, OlhER CPTION IS INPUT! 
~! OEUIUGS 1o~ .. o S[ ~LS 
P t; 1 ON DEAR ltlGS: 
A A A p 
WlOTII THICKI<~SS vruNGS KODULUS STIFf~ESS 
5.30;)1)1)()-01 3.7250~0-01 I. 50000lH (4 o.o 
1. O?JOOD I •JO 3.8150J:l-OI ~, :oOJOO t02 o.o 
~CD UEARii<GS: 
A A A ! 
lllDTH THICK>IESS YC'UNCS •.OOULUS STIFFNESS 
1.00)000•00 I, 250000-0 I 1. 500000. (~ o.o 
ClSHI'ICE fi<O•~ 






lA IS USED TO C~lCUlf.T' B - hE~CE, EITHR A C1R 8 IS lt.:•u! 
ZERO'S ABOVE INDICATE TIUT Th(Y ARE ~OT l~PUJI 
TADLE 5: WEIGHTS *ND HAlERIAl PROPeRTIES 
~EIGHTS OF eARTS: 
CYL INOE~ P.o·o PISTON ~EAO STUFFI~G aox 
IP(R U~lT LE~CTHI 
),000000-03 ~ .157000-0 1.111 coo-n 
~~TfRI4L PNOe[RTlES: 
YOlJ~GS HOOllLUS YIELD STRESS 
CYL IIW£R •oo CYLINDER RCO 
2.900~00•04 2.900000+04 1. 500000 •Ol '- .. 050COU,.Ol 
TABL~6: l':tlltlt.llfN,FP.I(fiON COFFFICIUrT,FACTOR Of ShfTEY,· 
CYL!I!XP. I•.Cli'IHIO'I 1.5710•00 
IPICIIWI CGUFlCl~lilS 
C~LI,Wn H>il 0.0 
PllC lND 0,0 
__, 
"' O'l 
ltbU 1: StAt ll'~ CAll 
AUlO:tPIICN 
~U~6ER Cf fLE~F~TS 




Tt.t<tF~: FIXITY Cr~DiltO•;S,ECCENTillfiTY Of lOADING 
~DOC f IXIlY ALO'fG rtltc( tCCENT~IC llY ALCNG 
I 
2 
XY Xl XY XZ 




AXiAL tCAO HIGNI~ICATION F&CT005 
o.o 
o.o 
liODE NO "AXIH LN.O HAGIII fiCATI~N 
1.000 




ftClOR OF SAFETY < J,O,O 011 LOAO 
litE CYLINDER BUCKLED AT A lOAD OF O.I050•0l 
























































. J~ 2 
. ·)'i) 
00 0 Q 0 0 0 00 11 I I I 1 I l l I 2 ,., 1!} I~ .•1 J 1 l J J 1 1 t I J '.II<\ '-4. ~'a ,c, '\" "•1 ., .. , •1 •~ •. ·, , •1 '"o'of.t, ·~ 6 r, (, r, r,, 1 1 7 r 1 1 1 ; 1 r 'I 
12J'~~r4JUJ2)t~~r&J~lll,~bi8J~l2J4~~/1'JU~~~4~~/~~01lJ'~~/~J012J,~611'jl'llJ•~I·/~10 







Ne iUVI 5t'IA 11UAP liA"!I'lE: l':l:UflLt:M-; 
(OOE&J U~ hl01f(~.lf.ll 1 J"HoJ 




~2'. 7811 _ 1 os.ua9 
.J.02 2.0 
o. l 125 









































HOLLOW RDOt~~NTICAL CYll~:~~~ECt~~TRICIIY ALONG • A~D T lXCS 
KEEP' kEEP t:ElP Kt:CP 
1.1a o .. '5o2S o,,- o.o -.Es 
52.JSJ 105.659 
J.02 z.oo 1.5 o.s o.~ 2.9?5 
1.0 
ftJ PIN 
PIN PIN o.s 0.5 
HOLLO• AOO tf«CLt«EO At lOt ECC(~IaCCITY AT i~CfQtOq NODE 
CEEP KEE:P KU:P KE(P 
J~CH KIPS ICSJ DEG 
o.o~u J.O 
~IN PIN 
PIN PIN 1.0 

















] 52. 0Jl2 
4 5lo2l25 

























































5 PU PIN 
6 
1 























0.5 o. 5 
0.0024. O.OOJ O.OOtl57 0.01777 
loSIS 
0.15 





























Program SACFI--Guide for Data Input 













Program stops if NPROB is blank 








I I I I 
21 24 31 34 















LPRTP = 1--Critical load analysis and analysis for a factored load using given factor of safety 
2--Analysis for a particular fluid pressure 
3--Analysis to determine a stop tube length for given limiting values of crookedness angle and 
lateral force at the sliding connection at a given fluid pressure 
If any of the following tables are same as in the previous problem and are to be retained for this 
problem, enter 11 KEEP" in the corresponding blocks 2 to 7 
Enter only LPRTP for the first problem 
TABLE 2: UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS (No card if TABLE 2 is retained from previous problem) 
Format--A4 for all 
LNTU- Unit of lengths (ex: INCH, FEET, CM, MET, etc.) 
LOOU - Unit of loads (ex: LBS, KIPS, KGS, etc.) 
LPREU - Unit of pressures (ex: KSI, PSI, KSCM, etc.) 
LANGU - Unit of angles (enter DEG or RAD starting in column 41) 
TABLE 3: CYLINDER DIMENSIONS (No cards if TABLE 3 is retained from previous problem; see Figure 34 for 
details) 









STROK PHL SBL EPTK CHDS 
I I I I I 
11 21 31 41 50 
Format--LFLUID--A3; El0.3 for the rest 
LFLUID - Enter 11 YES 11 , for ho 11 ow rod with fluid 
- Enter 11 N011 or blank, for hollow rod without fluid or solid rod 
Card No. 2--Lengths (card No. 2 is not input for LPRTP = 3) 
CL RL EXL STPTB 
11 21 31 40 
Format--El0.3 for all 
Card No. 3--Diameters 
COD CID ROD RID 
11 21 31 41 
Format--El0.3 for all 
* CPO - Leave blank if cylinder support is fixed 
t RPD - Leave blank if rod support is fixed 
**and tt - See next card 


















** CSBC PCL 
11 21 




**Input either PHD or PCL; if both are input~ PCL will be used and PHD will be ignored 
ttinput either SBD or RCL; if both are input, RCL will be used and SBD will be ignored 




Piston Head Bearing Cards: (one card for each bearing) 
* PRW PRT PRE PRK 
11 21 31 41 50 
Format--NEND--A3; El0.3 for the rest 
NEND - Enter "END" on the last piston h~ad bearing card 
* Input either (PRW, PRT and PRE) or (PRK); if PRK and some or all of PRW, PRT, and PRE are input, 
PRK will be used and the rest ignored 
Rod Bearing Cards: (one card for each bearing) 
* RBW RBT RBE RBK RBDST 
11 21 31 41 50 






NEND - Enter 11 END 11 on the last rod bearing card 
* Input either (RBW. RBT, and RBE) or (RBK); if RBK and some· or all of RBW. RBT and RBE are input, 
RBK will be used and the rest ignored 
PRE and RBE - Young•s modulus of piston head bearings and rod bearings 
PRK and RBK - Stiffnesses of piston head bearings and rod bearings per unit length (force required to 
__ compress a unit length of bearing by one unit) 
TABLE 5: WEIGHTS AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES (No card, if TABLE 5 is retained from previous problem} 
1 
we WR WPH WSB ECYL 
11 21 31 41 51 
Format--El0.3 for all 
WC and WR - Weight of cylinder and rod per unit length 
WPH - Weight of piston head 
WSB - Weight of stuffing box 
EROD 
61 
ECYL and EROD- Modulus of elasticity of cylinder and rod. respectively 
FYCYL and FYROD - Yield stresses of cylinder and rod. respectively 
FYCYL FYROD 
71 80 
TABLE 6: INCLINATION, FRICTION COEFFICIENTS, FACTOR OF SAFETY, OPERATING PRESSURE, ALLOWABLE LATERAL FACE, 
AND CROOKEDNESS ANGLE LIMITS (No card if TABLE 6 is retained from previous problem) 
* CINCL FCC * FCR FS OPPRE ALTM ALF LFSTP 
I I 




LFSlP--A4, El0.3 for the rest. 
CINCL- Inclination of the cylinder with horizontal 
FCC - Friction coefficient at cylinder pin. Leave blank if the particular node is fixed. 
FCR - Friction coefficient at rod pin. ·Leave blank if the particular node is fixed. 
FS - Factor of safety. 
· LFSTP - Factor of safety type (enter LOAD if FS is to be applied to the critical load obtained; enter 
STRS tf FS is to be applied for the limiting stresses). 
If only critical load analysis is required and no factored load analysis is required, enter FS < 1.0 
and LFSTP--LOAD or STRS blank. 
OPPRE - Particular operating pressure for which analysis is required. 
ALTM - Allowable crookedness angle at the sliding connection. 
ALF - Allowable total lateral force on bearings. 
*Refer to Figure 36 for sign convention. 
TABLE 7: STATION DATA (No card if TABLE 7 is retained from previous problem) 
NCYL NROD 
1 10 20 
NCOND--A4, NAXCON--A4, IlO for the rest. 
NCOND- Enter_"AUTO" for auto option and "SELF" for self option. 
1 
NCYL Number of elements inthe cylinder portion. The elements in the gland region are also included 
in NCYL. Minimum value is 3. 
NROD - Number of elements in the rod region. 
NAXCON - Enter 11 CONS 11 if the axial load is uniform throughout the cylinder. Leave blank if the inten-
sity of the axial load is not uniform. 
Card No. 2--Mesh data for 11 Self option 11 (card No. 2 is not input if NCOND = AUTO) 
COORD. NODE COORD. 
20 30 40 
Format-Node--!10, Coordinate--El0.3, NEND--A3 
lEND - Enter "END" on the last mesh data card 
NODE - Node number. 
COORD - X coordinate of the particular node. 
Card No. 3--Magnification factor for the axial load (card No. 3 is not input if NCONS is blank). 
AXMULTl AXMULT2 AXMULT3 AXMULT4 AXMULT5 AXMULT6 AXMULT7 AXMULT8 
11 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 
Format El0.3 for all. 




TABLE 8: FIXITY CONDITIONS, ECCENTRICITY OF LOADS, AND INTERIOR MOMENTS (No card if TABLE 8 is retained from 
previous problem) 
* * NODCY ECXY ECXZ APt~OY 
1 40 50 60 
Formats NODCY--IlO, LCEXY, LCEXZ, NEND--A3, Rest El0.3. 
NEND--Enter "END" on the last card. 
NODCY - Nodal number. 
LCEXY - Fixity along Y axis--'enter "FIX" for fixed and "PIN" for pinned support. 
LCEXZ - Fixity along Z axis--enter "FIX" for fixed and "PIN" for pinned support. 
ECXY - Eccentricity along Y axis. 
ECXZ - Eccentricity along Z axis. 
APMOY - Applied moment about Y axis (right-hand sign convention is followed). 
APMOZ- Applied moment about Z axis (right-hand sign convention is followed). 
*See Figure 36 for sign convention. 
Next Problem 
Start from "PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION" card. 
END OF RUN 
AP~10Z. 
70 
At the end of last problem data set, insert a blank card (only first 4 columns need to be b1ank; the 









cylinder wall and 
stuffing box 
RID (zero if solid) 
RL 




Figure 35. Dimensions of Bearings and Seals for SACFI 






Figure 36. Sign Conventions for Eccentricities of Loading 
and Friction Coefficients for SACFI 
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